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Foreword 
WHO shows boldness and honesty in presenting these letters, care in organizing them and 
thoughtfulness in extractng tice therres, ,Appreciative letters from those who wflte how they have 
been helped to some extent balar'ce how difficult i:s to integrate the experiences of altered states 
and manage one's new awareness, 

The denunciations (and what a strong word to choose) tell of what many who have experienced 
it see as a narrowly biological model of intervention forced upon them, ,Articuately and intelligently, 
:he writers wish to rebel: the p:esJmpton of a dlsorde:ed mind and impai'ed judgment. Their words 
ref,eet a need to make sense of this shaming expe'ience- sense based on each wrter's own inslghts. 
These inslghts are the perspective of writer. Focusing on the letTers with the assumption that the 
writer's reality is true can open the reader to a more coherent and organized understanding of the 
material presented. 

The set of theories and in'o:mation letters reminded [;le that ore obstace to my own recovery 
has been la« of information, Information is critical to full commJni:y participation and for me it has 
been using information and communication technologies, the internet, that has created my recovery 
and strengthened my voice. I now know that human rights must also include communication rights, 
For communicating freely is fundamental in today's knowledge societies, There must be universal 
access to information, including a 5:rong public domain of informa:ion, Voces From The Shadows 
will contribute to that pL.blic in:ormation domain. 

The dissemination of Voices From The Shadows illuminates those shadows. I expect that reading 
this publication will give others hope and permission to speak and will make it safer to disclose, 
Stories have become a staple of advocacy. We are encouraged to put a face to recovery, This WHO 
document also puts a voice, 

Sylvia Caras 
People Who 
Santa California, USA 
www.peoplewho.org 
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a Voices from the Shadows 

Message of Complaint from the Voiceless Movement 

We are the unfortunate frequent witness of discrimination of which psychiatric patients are the 
victims; their rights are constantly abused. Their complaints are just the tip of the Iceberg and their 
suffering during admissons and treatment, often involuntary and forced, cannOleave one indifferent. 
Wit'] few exceptions, therapeutic fierceness is the rule. 

Couid a person under psychological difficulties be treated as a "pharmacological object") One 
could ask whether the "therapeutic goal" is to made this population fixed customer of psychaitry. The 
judicial system regularly dismiss patients' appeals, in spte of the fact that results of some treatments 
are in tnemselves catastropnic, or even diabolic, according to Dr Lars tvlartensson1, and that the new 
generation of drugs 5 also debatable. 

Despite this alarming situation, our Movement pleads for the de-dramatising of mental illness 
and strongly disputes its fatalism. We highlight the following malfunctioning that, in our opinion, 
constitute an evidence of the failures of psychiatric care: 

• Conformism m the indoctrination of several carers; 
• Subjectivity of discriminatory diagnosis; 
• Routine prescription, often punitive and without a real need; 
• Denial of dependence to medication, particularly to neuroleptics; 
• Denial of adverse effects of treatment. increased anxiety, depression, halucinations and suicidal risk; 
• Denial, intentio'lal or not, of abstinence syndrome when drugs are discontinued; 
• Denial of medical responsibility towards the loss of autonomy associated with risky medical subm,ssions; 
• Denial of the correlation between chronicity and the vicious circle of treatments; 
• Denial, or lack of admissio'l, of hypersensitivity to certain drugs; 
• Tre "onvilege" of t1e reason of the s::rongest over those of the cared ones; 
• Lack of interest or contemot for alternative medicine; 
• Lack of Interest or denial of the toxiCity of heavy metals as a latent cause of psychiatric disorders. 

1 La(s Martensson. "Shou:d \jA'urf)leptics drugs be banned"? 'n: Deprived of our Nurnomfy, The edSe against Neuro!eptic Drugs, p 1 01 ~ 140, The Voiceless 
Movement, Geneva, ': 990 



In face of that, traditional psychiatric care remains without any doubt a snare If WHO really 
wishes to use its prestige to try to influencen a positive way current poicies, them it should give 
users the possibility of beng treated 1'1 the much more favoL.rable condit ons. SL.ch a step woud be 
receved with a deeep gratitude from patients' and survivors' associations. 

Theresja Krummenacher 
The Voiceless Movement 
P.O. box 235 
1211 Geneva 17 Switzerland 

Comments about "Voices from the Shadows" 
By David Oaks, Director 
MindFreedom Support Coa.l1tion International 

People who have experienced the mental health system are among the poorest, most disenfranchised 
groups on Earth. WHO has declared human rights violations in mental hea th a "global emergency." 
Ths overwhelming oppression creates a vaCl<Url of silerce. The first voices to break this silence, such 
as these ietters to WHO. may emit cries of pain that do not trarsate well into the analytical world 
of elites. 

I encourage WHO to travel further into these shadows and seek out many more voices, includirg 
from organizations representing psychiatfic survivors and critics, especially in developing nations. 
I predict WHO will hear with greater clarity the priority concern of many letters, whic'1 is the 
disempowerment inherentn psychiatric care. More than oneetter compared psychiatric institL-tions 
to corcentratior camps. 

It is urgent for WHO to follow-up on another theme of these letters, namely the damage, torture 
and even death many writers attribute to the involuntary and coerced administration of psychiatric 
drugs. This pattern of concern is a warning we must heed as the western style of mental health 
globalizes as never before. 

Forward. 3 



4 VoiQes from the Shadows 

A word of caution to those who dismiss these lette' writers because so many speak of ,musual 
beliefs irvolving the metaphysica, electrical and atomic e'1ergy, dreams, and aleged government 
persecutio'1, Twenty-eight years ago I entered altered states labeled "schizophrenic" I thought the 
CIA was maki'1g my teeth grow and the television was speaking only to me, Such experiences stll 
carry a metaphoric value for me decades later, 

Others who voice strange feelings should not be disrespected, Free speech includes the right to 
so-called "irrational" unshared beliefs, It is popular to ridicule those who are fnghtened of "brain 
implants," Yet, it is widely reported i:l the mainstream press that t"e University of Pennsylvania is 
deve opi:lg plastic aisks that can be inserted beneath the skin to time-celease neuroleptic psycr,iauic 
drugs fo: up ::0 one year. 

After an inspiring meeting at WHO headquarters In 2003, I Visited a friend at the CERN laboratories 
where scientists explore "string theory" that points to hidden dimensions. CERN applies "quantum 
theory," which argues that It is impossible for anyone to absolutely grip reality, 

Is there any more scientific evidence for, say, the" chemical imbalance theory" of biopsychiatry than 
there is for the theories raised by these letter writers) And if the theories used by those considered 
normal are so correct, then why are we now faCing an enviro'1mental catastrophe? 

DavidOaks 
MilldFreedom Support Coalition Interna.tional 
Eugene, Oregon, USA 
www.MindFreedom.org 



Personal observations 

I have experienced the depths of despair and hopelessness of Major Depression. I have also known 
and continue to experience the unexpected and overpowering debilitation caused by severe anxiety 
episodes. In other words I am a person living wltr. mental illness. Even though I have never experenced 
psychotic symptoms, I know wha: it is like when racnpant anxiety leads one to accepting false beliefs 
and developing avoidant behaViour patterns and becoming a social recluse. 

What I have just shared witr you is a snapsho: of my life, a particularly eloquent but pot so regular 
psychiatric patient. Many of us however experience many years of confusion, being cnisunderstood 
by family and friends, In otner words living with mental illness are not what the average person goes 
through in hiS or her daily life. Asl once said to someone, "having an anxiety attack or experiencing 
depression is the worst experence that anY0'le could have". At these times I fi nd it unimaginable 
how it feels to be well. 

The letters to the WHO by those living wi:h mentallness is a plea from the To'gotten ores; from 
trose who are crying out, sometimes not so eloquently, to be heard, Let us not like those in past ages, 
who would exi!e the lepers far away from the rest of society; not listen to these voices. They also have 
something to say and have ~he right to be heara. 

Acbmat Moosa Salie 
Capetown, south Africa 

Forward 8 
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Introduction 
Everyday the World Healtn Organization (WHO) receives a huge amount of letters The majority 
of these could be consdered as "business letters", with a specifc and pertnent content; they are 
usually addressea to specific Departments or staff. Occasionaliy, letters are forwarded to other UN 
agencies, as is the case of letters reporting on specifiC abuses of human nghts, which are forwarded 
to t'le Office of the High Commissioner for HUMan Rights. 

Nevertheiess, there is a certa:n amolint of unusual letters addressed either to 'Mental Health" 
0' without any specification of an addressee, sometimes sent by senders who iaentify themselves as 
people With menta, disorders, sometimes wthout any speCific 'equest, sometimes with a content 
difficult to seize. 

These letters represent a particular challenge for us in terms of replying. The rules at WHO 
Headquarters indicate that every ietter deserves a reply. However, in the majority of these cases, 
there IS no specific request to be followed up and, in several instances there is not even the sender's 
address. Therefore, they usually go to the archives. 

In view of the aMount of letters of this nature a decision was taken to analyse a number of 
theM in order to explore their themes a'ld group them in terms of their content. The ietters fell into 
a number of broad categories including etters of requests, of denunciation, andetters providing 
information a nd persona theories, among others. 

Every effort was Made to keep the anonyrr-ity of the senders of these letters, even though tne 
temptation was sometiMes strong to indicate their identty, such was the truthfulness, suffering, 
genuineness and pOignancy conveyed by some of theM" 

This publication presents, in a rela:ively conventional WHO fo'mat, a rather unconventional WHO 
content We believe that it is part of our institlitional and individual mandate to help all those who 
do not have many opportunities to be heard, to take these voices from the silent wor'd where they 
remain hus,",ed" Even thoug1 it IS not possible for us to bring tneir senders into full disclosure, it is at 
least pOSSible to take their voices out of the shadows. 

7 



8 Voices from the Shadows 

We would like to thank all those who took the time to write to us, to those consumer leaders from 
differe'lc contnents wno kindly wrote sorne introductory notes, and to Dr Chr stian Damsa, who took 
the time to read all these letters and the necessary compassion to comment on the'Ti. 

The reading of these excerpts makest clear, we beieve, that In the majority of the cases it was not 
possible for us to reply. However, among those letters too many are denouncing systematc violatio'ls 
of the rights of users of psychiatric services. It is our belief t'lat those Violations are global and should 
be seriously addressed. 

'We hope that this publica:ion will bear witness to our good Intentions towards those who wrote 
to us We also hope that our firm and persistent efforts in favour of mental heath services respectful 
of human rights, and capable of promoting the full ctizensnip of their users, would be our concrete 
respO'ise to some of these letters, 

Dr Benedetto 8araceno 
Director, Department de Mental Health and Substance Abuse 



Overall description 
Before giving the word to senders, here is a brief description of the place of origin of the letters, as 
well as of rumber ofetters by individual sender. 

During the period May 1994 February 2002, the Word Health Organization received 167 letters, 
from 119 senders in 45 different piaces (Table 1). 

Table 1. Distribution of lettars and senders country 

Place Number Number Place Number Number 
Males sent approxi-

of senders of letters of senders of letters mately 30% more letters 

Algeria 1 1 Japan 
than females; in 16 cases 

1 
it not possibe to Austra'ia 6 10 Lithua'lia 1 was 

Austria. 1 1 M::>roccc 1 1 ascertain the gender ot 
1 1 Nigeria 3 4 the sender. 

Belarus 1 1 NOfWay 3 3 In relation to the 
Belgium 1 1 New Zealand 1 

number of letters by sen-Canada 6 7 PrIlippines 
Crina 1 1 PortLgGI der, 99 senders sent only 
(olo<"bla 1 1 RJmanl3 1 one letter, 13 senders 
(roatia 2 5 Russia 5 6 sent two letters each, Denmark 1 2 South Africa 1 1 
Estonia 1 1 Spain 2 3 two senders sent three 
Finland 2 2 Sri Lan<a 2 2 letters each and the 
Fra'lCe 8 8 Sudan 1 1 three remaining senders 
Germany 4 4 Sweden 2 2 

sent 4, 13 and 19 Ghana 1 1 Switzerland 4 6 
Greece 2 2 Taiwan 1 1 each, respectively. 
Hong Kong 3 3 Thaiiand 2 20 
Indd 4 4 Turkey 1 1 
Ira~ 2 2 Ukraine 2 3 
Ire:clod 3 3 Un:ted 14 14 
Italy 4 16 USA 13 16 
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Content of the letters 
In view of thempossibi!ity of reproducing all 167 letters in their entirety, a sample has been selected, 
trying to keep, as much as possible, a proportonal representation of the diversity of topics addressed 
by the senders. Initials of senders were changed and the passages that could ide'ltify them were 
replaced by [ .. ]. The original language of the letter is always indicated at its end. 

1. Requests and denunciations 

Mr. RY, 8elarus, comes to the bitter conclusion that he became poor, ill and abandoned after several 
inappropriate psychiatrc treatments. Nevertheless, he has not given up hope of getting the big prize 
at the Lotto and meeting a girlfriend. 1'1 order to meet her, he asks for WHO help to identify "a girl 
appropriate to him". To be sure that the girl who will present herself to him is precisely the one 
selected by WHO, she should produce the half of a torn note bank attached to 'lis letter, which is 
the missing half of the other one kept by him. In a SUbsequent part of the letter Mr RY inmminates 
police, judges and psychiatrists, all of whon: are at the root of his psychologcal problems. He goes 
or to denounce t'1e restrictions imposed on him durng his psychiatric hospitailsations. [Letter 61, 
original In Russian]. 

Ilk. Se, Russia, cries for help: he is desperate because he has been admitted to a psychiatric hospital, 
by mistake, and there is no hope tf-Jat psychiatrists could" exa.mine him correctly" . WHO is his last 
hope: "help me, dear sirs, I implore you ... " [Letter 71, original in Russian). 

Mr. FN. :reland, has lived in a psychiatric hospital since 1990 and expresses his satisfaction. Nevertheless, 
he invites WHO to send information on new medication and a representative to improve existing 
equipment to hs hospital. 

11 



12 Voices from the Shadows 

I have been happy here ~ since I f,rst carr:e in 1990. I have been c'J.t several times. I 
believe the staffs are by word large okay. I believe there is a need to have :naney spent on 
getti:Jg better doctors and better medicines. The hosp:tal authcrities have started doing 
up scme of the hospital. Unit 8 A has been done up about to do unit 8 B. I believe the World 
Health Organization can help with information on new drugs or better drugs that ones ia 
use. Could you sead a representative over when the other hospitals are being examined to 
vry and improve facilities. LLetter 43, original in EnglishJ. 

Mrs BN, Romania, urges WHO to interve'1e in order to change the unacceptaole living conditions of 
Dsychiatric patients admitted to a "sanatori:.Jm" in Romania. The son of the sender is one of those 
patients. All patients are victims of a psyc'liatric facility that is devoid of any therapeutic condition. 
Wrat seerlS to be even worse than the deplorable living conditions (lack of food, inappropriate 
upkeeping of the place, lack of sta+f) is the inhuman attitude towards patients by certain Hearers": 

I, undersigned, B1J. [ ... ], teacher, motherofthe patientBNN adm:tted to the sanatorium of 
L ... ] would like to bring to your knowledge certain aspects asscciated to the abovement,ioned 
sanatorium, sanatorium, I would say forgotten by the world and God. A few years ago 
my son, a stc;.dent, fell ill [ ... ~. 'rhe conditions there are miserable. As soon as I entered 
there I was overwhelmed by a nightmarish atmosphere: d"rty patie;Jts; dishevelled and 
very very skinny surrounded me askir:g for some bread. As for the building, it is pitiful to 
look at: many broken glasses, walls without painting for' many years aad, worse, not even 
one bed per patient, hence the need to sleep on Inattresses placed dlrectlyon the floor [ ... ]. 
The toilettes, totally out of order, without runn:ng water, Most of the time cooking is done 
1I'vith water caught from the rain. 

The worst was, and remains, the problem of food. For one year now, I go every week 
to [ ... ] only to see in the plates of the inmates pig's =eet or heads[ ... J I have been there 
on several occasions when mouldy margarine was served, or when the cooks received 
rotten meat to prepare the food [ ... ]. I would not vBnture into speculations, but I cannot 
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find an explanation to why a normal man treats other people with such a lack of respect, 
worse than animals. Actually, worse than animals, since the numerous dogs in the yard 
of the sanatorium are fed with lean meat, fresh meat (I've seen it myself) to be able to run 
after and bite the inma,tes, frightening the majority of them, which is the reason why the 
patients do not dare to leave the buildings for a walk in the yard. Another equally annoying 
aspect is the fact that the staff only gets good and fresh food, even in the presence of 
the inmates. To all my repeated interventions they only answered with surprise: "Why 
are you so agitated? At any rate they eat too much in relation to what they are worth." 
[ ... ] Through several conversations and letters I tried to improve the lives of those poor 
inmates, whose lives have already been stricken enough by their destiny and do not need 
to made worse by other men. [ ... ] Some of these patients are utilised, not to say exploited, 
by the staff, either to do some work at their own homes or to do external chores when this 
is perceived as a nuisance due to the physical effort needed or due to the scorching sun. 
[ ... ] Given these so precarious conditIons, no doctor has replaced the sanatorium doctor, 
since the last one died. [ ... ] For the New Year 1996-1997, I was left alone in the sanatorium, 
all the nursing and other staff left to spend New Year at their own places. Patients are 
beaten or stuffed with sedatives and do not leave their beds for the entire da;y so they 
cannot report what happens in reality. [ ... ] someone has even answered me: "Why are you 
fighting that much? This place is but t.he waste of society." This is why I am writing to you 
with a last hope [ ... ] [Letter 78, original in French]. 

Mr. TJ, Russia, sends a clear message: neuroleptics are equal to death and should be banned: 

Neuroleptics is death. Stop them. [Letter 45, original In English). 

Mrs CH, United Kingdom, denounces the attitude of some doctors who place medication in the 
forefront, instead of taking an interest in the personal history of their patients. The lives of patients in 
psychiatric hospitals are comparable to those in concentration camps, or to the society imagined by 



14 Voices from the Shadows 

Orwell in his novel 1984. Pharmacological experiments or carried out on patients like" guinea pigs", 
and several treatments seem to be torture rat'ler than real treatment (secluded rOOr:1S, electroshock, 
etc): 

I don't know how a doctor can be able to say tha~ chemistry is on the fi:'s:; place "I'llith you. 
There is the WWF which applies that no chemistry should be tested any more on animals. 
Well, in psychiatric hospitals poor people are treated like Guinea pigs! They put 
haldol, melleril, diazepam etc, etc, in the highest doses possible on us. In Germany I was 
even put into an isolation celL I told a friend in Finland who works for me that this is 
treating human people like in a concentration camp during the holocaust. 

My roots are Je"l'l7ish, and all psy-oriented hospitals all over the world work "l'l7ith electric 
shocks, [ ... ], cold water, etc. Nowadays it's chemistry. I've never seen people suffer so much 
and out for help than in psychiatric hospitals which are kept from the world by 
circuit television all around the premises. It's like 1984 Orwell - Big Brother is watching 
less day and night. There is 40 minute peace to grieve over dead relat,ives, killed in 
car people who died in the colliers, divorce or whatever a. person through 
during a life time. My mother was in Berlin when the bombs fell, when ;;he Russians 
entered the city, raped women, children, [ ... ] flats, houses, everything. And dad was in 
ICll!S"i1HU and in the Mississippi, in the USA - helping everybody. He wasn't dismissed to 
D"I·I":1. he and murr.'s home but had to live in a di::erent area where people are conpletely 
different. All the young people of Dresden who had to issue the killed (by bombs) are under 
psychiatric treatment, I was told when visiting the city. And the therapist don't even ask 
you what - they only put you on medication. It's a disgrace? The eyes of god and 
every human being that still live on this earth. [Letter 91, original in English]. 

Mr MO, India, asks for help and protection from WHO because he feels threatened by a r:1arriage 
arranged by his family, when his physical and mental state are not compatible with such a life. The 
sender also deplores the fact that he cannot "cooperate" with doctors, who have not told him the 
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real nature of his illness and, most of all, do not give him medication to improve his conditions and 
curtail his sufferings. 

I am a 33-year-old man liVing in hostage, in my own native. I have to complete a study 
in Homeopathic Medicine for which I am waiting for the final examination. I had several 
difficult experiences behind me. [ ... ] I was being hospitalised and treated for same "difficult 
to name mental disease" whose nature doctors are not revealing. This is obstructing my 
reasoning for I am in a dilemma why I had to suffer and why I am suffering now. The major 
factor that is beyond my control is in connection with a marriage proposal which my family 
members are insisting me to do immediately. But my present physical and mental well 
being is not completely agreeing myself to such a life. I cannot co-operate with the doctors. 
The medicines which they are giVing me did not make me well. I am still suffering. I have 
no idea about the allopathic treatment and medicines. There are the things which I can 
explain at present. I feel that I am in a hostage. Please give me proper help and protection. 
[Letter 167, original in English]. 

Mr MB, Denmark, states that a mental patient should not be admitted into a hospital against hisl 
her will, particularly in the absence of dangerousness. Moreover, the employment of force can be 
perceived as a punishment to the patient, who has not agreed to be admitted. The sender addresses 
WHO asking for his message be disseminated. 

Dear friends, 
Even if a person is psychically ill, but if he/she still not is dangerous for neither himself 
nor for others, that person not ought to be brought into any mental hospital. Nevertheless 
a doctor can recommend that person to a hospital, but thus not against his/her own will, if 
the person accordingly not is dangerous or perilous. Ifwe use force, the mentioned person 
can apprehend it like it is punishable to be sick, and that is not logic. Do you understand 
what I am meaning? I self have been neurotically ill. [ ... ] 

P.S.: Please spread and bring this "message" further! [Letter 100, original in EnglishJ. 
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Mr TL, Germany, asks for WHO help to protest against both the death penalty and discrimination 
against sexual minorities. 

I hereby would like to ask you to protest against death penalty and discrimination of 
sexual minorities worldwide. [Letter 117, original in EnglishJ. 

Mrs OT, Russia, in another letter, denounces her involuntary admission, brought about due to an 
article about Russian "Modernists" she published in a newspaper, during the communist era. She 
denounces the involuntary treatment based on pills and injections in a psychiatric clinic, as well as her 
difficulties in achieving professional reintegration. 

Unable to find employment in the sixties and seventies despite possessing a degree in 
History of Art from Moscow University and being able to boast experience of working in 
Moscow museums, the writer hints at blacklistIng for controversial. views (her research 
paper had been on the HussiaJl avant-garde in 1900-1910). Her parents, whose flat she 
shared, were unable to understand why all her attempts to find ajob failed and this gave 
rise to rows. Motivated by "greed" (the prospect of incoming invalidity benefit) they had 
her admitted to a psychiatric clinic against her will. Colleagues testified to her insanity in 
a contrived letter, despite hardly knowing her. "Treatment" lasted over twenty years, and 
doctors have consistently refused to take her offthe clinic's register, replying evasively to 
questions, and refusing to show her a copy of her supposed medical history. 

The writer describes her various attempts to obtain suitable work. She suffered the 
humiliation of having to follow basic courses in typing and French, despite possessing 
advanced qualifications (and having been deemed capable of pursuing a doctorate). Her 
psychiatrist eventually agreed to have her invalid classification lowered from "group 
two" (which completely denies a person the right to work) to "group three", provided she 
undertakes only manual labour. She eventually found voluntary work as a cleaner in one 
ofthe main art galleries in Moscow. 
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The letter gives the names of her the addresses of her clinic a.'1d workplaces 
and a resume of her CV. Ms OT has also sent valn to medioal bodies in tlle Russian 
Federation, including the Ministry of on psychiatry. She appeals yet 
again to WHO in the hope that VV:"lO Will be able to her situation and help bring 
about Justice. [Letter 65, onginal in Russanj, 

Mrs Je, Finland, sends a desperate cry for help on behalf of psychiatric patients from the world 
over, to denounce unacceptable conditions. comparable to those of concentration camps victims', 
In order to illustrate her views, the sender emphasizes the weakening of patients through the use of 
medca:ion and "othe~ psyoh:atric rnetl:.ods". through starvation, like in concentration camps, 
Her own persona. experience 5 an example of psychiatric abuse, since she was U even less 
well than the worst ofthe criminals" in spite 0: havng never been dangeroL;s, At the end of :he 
letter, Mrs JC questions whether anybody really cares about tnese people, and concluaes that she 
does Got expect any reply to her lecter: 

This is an appeal on behalf of all the mental of the world., I oompare the situation 
of the mental patients to the situation of the viotims of the oonoentration oamps, My ovm 
torturing experiences are made from 3,3,1969, The m.ental patients are not 
made weak by hunger but by "medicines" and other methods of the psychiatry, Commonly 
they are not made meagre but fat. And there is no kind of euthanasia when the poisoned 
body of the patient gets hopelessly Sick. The torture and at a mental patient can 
be very long lasting, WOUld tJ:le medicine factol'ies fall iftllese patients were less poisoned? 
Do they even nowadays castrate mental in Finland or in other countries? 'The 
loss even of one way can in the long run the health of a woman when it happens 
during her early years, I believe. I was never Yet I was treat.ed aFd. cUI'ed. worse 
than the worst murderers, Does anyone care about this group of people" I am not 
vJaiting for any help or an answer. [Letter 1 originaln Englsh]. 
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Mr TL, Sri Lanka; asks for an urgent Intervention from WHO in order to put an end to psychological 
and physical tortures to which he had been subjected. He denounces the eXistence of an instrument 
equpped wth an "ecJ:lO sounder" connected to a computer that can detect thoughts from a 
distance and, at the same time,nfliG an unbearable physical suffenng to the brain, the lungs and 
the heart, by means of electromagnetic action. Even a nurse is Involved ir the use Of ths equipment, 
w'lich is "a shame to this noble profession". 

notice the existence of a unique device that is used to harass and torture me mentally 
and physically. It consist of the echo sounder a,nd the computer memory chip to which is 
introduced the voice of the person to be targeted. It to our thoughts, and also causes 
unbearable physical discomforts to t.hebrain, and the heart by electro-magnetic 
action. With greater force exerted 1 fear more drasticl consequences. BeSides gaining access 
to thoughts and causing physical harm, it also has the capacity to produce the image of the 
person targeted and trail him long distances (I have the of being trailed up six 
•.•.• ~., / and furnish the handless with sig.hts and sOlmds of the person targeted. 

fOCUSing on our minds they can keep tI'ack of what we think, plan, need, write and 
even our dreams in s:eep. Even as I am vvriting tllis I [Jan see the angry reactio:c 0: my 

who are folloviling me with this devine, from their :tomes. The 
utter misery and agony it could cause to the vintim is immeasurable. I am a victim of 
this treatment for over a year now. A nurse atta[Jhed to the ... Hospital in my district is 
in the thick of these activities, a sha.me to the noble I proceed to explain how 
this devioe functions the echo sounder gets the sounds and the memory chip fed with the 
victims voice targets him. Our vocal cords and the turn all our thoughts into sounds 
all this time. Even when our mouths are olosed the tongue twitohes adequately to produce 
the sounds. The above device specially (iesigned for that purpose gains access to them and 
makes them available to its handless. The handlers could then put the knowledge of out 
thoughts to suit their designs. 
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The fact that these devices are not publ1cly known but are used secretly explain the 
nature of activities it is used for. As my life is made miserable (and perh.aps threatened 
too) by the activities of these I that the great care takers you are of the 
worlds health and welfare, to take and effective action to save me and the whole of 
mankind from the curse of these devices, [Letter 141, original in English], 

Mrs MH, Russia, reportedly was subjected to searches, offences, threats and blackmail, and she 
suspects her apartment is under video surveillance, In addition, conduct illegal inquiries 
about he' and her son, For instance, her son IS constanty forced to drink alcoholic beverages, which 
is a torture for him. The sender feels her life is endangered and for an immediate intervention by 
WHO. [Letter 98, original in RUSSian]. 

Mr JT, Croatia, introd[;ces himself as a medica student and asks for an urgent clarification about 
WHO's involvement in the fact that he has been U for at least two years. The sender 
fights a hard battle against his "programming" involving his mental, verbal and motor fU'lctions: 

Please ~et me know if I am under t:::te fi'om WHO organization, ':lecause T am 
computerized in:.o consideration t:::tat my verbal and motoric f~mction is 
programmed including from about 2 years ago or may be 10ngeI', 

It is very difficult co me to coupe \I,,'lth this very hard compuoerization any more so 
please inform me if You know about and ifVllHO is involved in this, taking into 
consideration possibly or some simile,r or other organizations locally and 
possible somewhere else. It is the matter 

'I'hanks a lot, Yours sirlCElrelv. 
ES.: I am medical doctor, and I function quite a good taking into consideration my 

mental or other funct,ion. [Letter 51, onginal in English]. 

Mrs BN, Greece, asks for an intervention from WHO to stop the malevolent activities of certain 
Greek doctors and dentists, who are involved in a programme of atomic absorption of her body. She 
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asks WHO to conduct an enquiry in order to uncover the activities of members of the British royal 
family and of invisible death organizations that exterminate, sterilize and destroy human bodies, Each 
malevolent activity is separately described" as iUs" (1 a, 2a, ete) and "as shouJd be" (1 b, 2b, etc): 

I write to repeat again that Is necessary the WHO to get involved and scrutinize the 
ackvities of Greek medical doctors and those attached to the British A'..ltocratoria 
death services with the American thing of i:rvis:ble death slaughterbg and destroyir:g 
human bodies, as in my case vvith the dentists Dr they have been carrying an Atomic 
absorption program of my life as it was commanded to them by the British Autocratoria 
death ser'lices, It is also essential the 'IAmO to throw plenty of light to the activities of 
the British royal family members, as ",(names), and the invisible death orders that they 
command in Greece, composed most of them by unsuitable exterminators, sterilizing, 
sealL'lg destrOying human bodies with the AMERICAN THING OF INVISIBLE DEATH OF 
NASA, as they have been dOing in rny case, 

a. As it is ... 
:a. The Tr.rone of British err~pire the conductor of the invisible death V'nth the atomic 

nuclear flames, 
2a. Kir:g ".(name) as invisible devil the gold orOVID of British thror:e, 

eOIIllnaIldillg human sacrifioes with atomic nuclear flames. 
3a. Queen ",(r:ame) the bvisible sword devil woman of British Empire player of the 

come-come t,hing, destroyer of human bodies. 
[ ... ] 
9a. Dr P ... or fellah A ... , the hO.mosexual NAZI Gestapo beast, Buckir:gham CIA lover, 

the devil vvith the gray hair, .. 
b, As Shollld be ... 
1 b. 'The ':'hrone of British Empire the holder ofhllman lives according to holy sOriptures 

in the ya::'ds of God, 
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2b. King ... as King Davtd hc'ding the harp 0: human Eves following holy scriptures in 
maintain human ~odies in the yards c: God. 

3b. Queen ... praying for the well ])eing of her aad the safety of British Throne. 
[ ... J, 

9c. Dr P ... expelled as representative of the of British Throne, and replaced a 
committee ofw1se men following the lines of holy scriptures in the yards of GOd. [ ... l [Letter 
26, original in English]. 

Mrs NH, Portugal, asks for WHO protection "or her health has been continuously destroyed, even 
after having moved back to her countrr 

I have ""'Titten to your organisation in the past. I have left Engla...nd and movec to Port:..tgar 
beca:..tse of problems "he nature ofwnich I thinK you are aware of. I have experienceo: 
traumatic situations in England aad harassment on a continual basis for years, hoping 
that this woulc. cease ire Port~al where I have relatives. 

Unfortunately, this has l~ot proved to be the case and 1 anI adc.ressing myself to your 
organisation for intercession as illY health is bei:Jg systematically undermined. 

I am ab:e to give you detaUs but I lmagine you are aware of my problems. Can you use 
your endeavours to prevent my health being endangered" [Letter 158, original in Engish]. 

Mr QC, India, asks WHO once again ,0 nominate him for the Nobel Prize and Insists it publishes his 
two articles, particularly the conciusion that 15 the "quintessence of his wori:": 

Subject: Pl:blishing my articles I and IT on " A Const.it.utiona: Hesponsibility of'l'he World 
Health Organization ". 

= request you to kindly order the follovlii.:Jg conc~usion to be printed at the end 0;' my 
artiole II on the above as it is the quintessence of the ent.ire work. 

"ConcLlsion : Ability to live harmo::.1iouslyin a changing total environment, as enshrined 
in the ConstItution of "he World Health Organiza,t,ion is the aim 0: every living being. Only 
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man, as the highest of beings. has the ability to achieve this ai::n, by Scientificany 
realising that the i:ldividua: Self is himself the Lord of tl:ce Universe". 

In ~he meanvvhile. I have Eoted from the Encyclopaedia Br:tannica regarding Nobe! 
that official support. 

SiLce in::ny letter dated 20.5.96, I have requested you to kindly nominate me for the 
Nobel prize on the basis of the above two arti.cles. [Letter 50, onginal in English] 

Mr (roatia, in one of his letters exposes his "psychoatomic" theory and asks for help to open 
an institute for psychoatorlic rledicine: 

... 'rhere are psyclloatomic metlJods for curing d:seases without 011:oe beca'.lse psyohoatorns 
keep a life living. Witl10'.lt psychoatorns the deceased is only a h;Jrpe of inactive physical 
atoms, there are no illnesses. 

Please lJelp in opening the institute for psychoatomic medicine! ~Letter 1 original in 
English]. 

Mr TC, Croatia, in a 30th. letter addressed to an international organization asks for help against 
terrorists who are threatening his "psychoa.tomic" theory, the rlost important discoveryn the 
history of mankind and tre basis of every science Terrorists have stripped him of all rights and 
prevent him from thinking freely. Because of them, he has not been able to see nis wife for the last 
17 years, has lost his children and has been prevented from partiCipating in religiOUS and scientific 
activities. Te'rorists woud like to kill and declare him ill; incidentally, he has been sent from one 
psychiatrist to another for the last 17 years. In spite of several complaints no one 'las stopped them 
and he has been sexually terrorised and brainwashed: 

COMPLAINT 
Dea.r Sirs, this Is already the thirtieth complaint lodged to the world institc;tions and not to 
be respected by no informative office, neither by the right nor by the left PSYCHOATOMICA 
contains the biggest discoveries in the world l::istory and is the basis of all the sciences. 
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That is why they are also your theories, so I ask you to defend them from the terrorists. 
took all my rights aVlay and don't let me think what I want. I have been 

terro:'ised for 17 years by the both the right and the left having been forced to criminal 
acts. My theories are the right religior:, so they shouldn't be their concern. 'rhey have 
bee'l tormenting !ae as if I were a'l animal and taking pleasure in it. A man is a national 
riches and not an animal or a slave. Is it a slave-holding system? don't ~et me have 
my ,"life for 17 years already so I have lost my children. They have beer:. treating me v;r1th 
MURDER. I am fO:'bidden w write on religiOUS subjects and to do scientific research. All 
my cOElplaints have been in vain, Are all the people illiterate ,'"ho don't stop te:'ror? They 
endanger my life and terrorise me sexually V.ritll their brainwash because I am not 15 but 
59. I ask youw'ho has a claim upor. my private life, why the state does 'lot stop them. 

I have been dragged froIE one psychiatr'lst to another for 17 years. They have been 
forcing me to talk and ordering me vl'hat I have to think. they have blockecl my m:nd totally. 
'I'hey want t8 take me into criminal acts by force. Vv:'we I am vvriting they are menacinl'; me 
-v;1.th death; so can hear and see what 1 ara vvriting and vJant stop terrorising me and 
underes;imate vl'8rld instic;ut.ions, This is a disast.er of human bmin. I ask you therefore 
to protest at the authorities and demand their disconnectIon and to leave me alone. 
want to shut lEe in thee'e and to declaro me insane, The terror upon me lS the terror upon 
all the people; I have given my discoveries to everyb8dy not only to them two. Only you 
can th:s 17 year's lasting tortllring, because in Cr8atia t,nere is nobody to them. 
TERRCE CONTINUES! I give you my respects and my thanks! [Letter 9, original In English]. 

Mrs K~, United States of America, asks for help to go to the Va:,can and leave tne USA, vvhere 
she has been victim of several types of abuse for many years, Her sJffenng has been caused by 
"metap:.1ysical" means, witr electronic equipment installed in her hOMe and within her body. 
Torture has made her poor and she is in need of "immediate help": 

My problems when 1 had what might have been a menta: condition but since then 
have been diagn8sed as pOSSibly dif:erent. I was severely physioally beaten by what. I think 
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were gove::Ement people and n8':g do not think i':: is bas:~a!Jy a medical c:mditlon. Much of 
the wc::,k to !la:cm me could have beeI: dene ir: a state an::: there :s also a high 
level of electronic sensing iI: the house where I am able to reSide and. also in my body. 1 do 
not lL."lOW how to get the electroLic sensing equipment out of me and it :nakes ny u<;;,v-,ov-

live very difficult. I am af::'aid that 1Nhat has happened can be described as torture and 
the 'United St,ates Gover=ent heNe failed. These conditions llave left me in poverty and 
I am requesting irL'1ledia,~ely. Remember, I 11ave a head and do not lleed a,ny 
fUl'tller paiL. 

Thel'e are issues SUl'::'ou"llding me about the J8l'usalemA1iTards and VaticanaPPoi:1cment. 
In this life when I was a chj]d I was asked to be available fop l'oyal Vatican a,ppointee and 
the initial pape::,wol'k vas filled out and sealed. I feel an extl'enely deep need to go to the 

City i:1 Please me. I 1\Till need assistance -;;0 leave the 'United States. 
I am no:; a United Nations diplomat, l'epresentative 01' page. [Letter 7, original in English]. 

Mr KX, Ukraine, demands that those who aggressed him i'1 TurkMenistar be found. rie de10unces 
the collusion of those who have replaced his medical file, after raving denied him urgent medical 
care, as well as the inertia of the administration and the corruption of authorities, unhelpful in 
relation to his complaints. Finally, the sender deplores the economic situation of daily life in Ukraine. 

Mr', KX claims he was mugged in Turkmenistan on 29 October 1992. ThH police 
fuc:.nd hiI:l and caJled aE ambula::ce, but ~le was refused hospitalization despite evident 
oodily injuries. Ee was ~a,ken back to the place'l':he::'e he had been discovel'ed a11(i pl'omptly 
lost ::mnscio',lsness. :t was only then chat he v;ras fiE ally adrr,icted to the Ne1.:.mlogy Ward of 

. ] Hosp:tal with severe concussion, VThe:l dischal'ged on 23 November 1992, the hospital 
was ur:.able to I'etun: his clothes and instead Mr, .KX had to tl'avel back ho:ne to 
the :Jkraine in lightweight sports pa.'lts despite the cold. 'Phe writer furthel' clair.:ls that 
'Ghe treat:nent he ::'eceived in 'I'cll'kmen:.stan was inadec;.uate al'd that he was not 
even the customary X-ray 01' eye test. He has consequen~y suffel'ed to the 
left :e>be of hls bmin". 
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The General Prosecutor in Turkmenistan to whom he complained maintained in a 
letter that the mugging had not even been registered. Mr. KX is convinced that there 
has been a deliberate cover-up on the part of medical staff and government officials. The 
patient's hospital medical file mysteriously disappeared from the criminal case file and 
was replaced by a fictitious one describing state-of-the-art treatment he had not received. 
Who had been tampering with his files, and for what purpose? 

Mr. KX has written countless letters of complaint to various Ministries and official 
bodies, and obtaining a proper reply has now become his "main objective in life". Nor 
was Mr. KX informed of the results of the expert medical enquiry, which had raised the 
question of whether he had received adequate treatment. 

The media keep emphasizing the fact that Ukraine is now independent, sovereign, 
democratic and "separate". What sort of independence, asks Mr. KX, depends on foreign 
charity? Towns everywhere are twinned with ones abroad and "humanitarian aid" in the 
form of used clothes is sold on every street corner. It is humiliating for people to have to 
wash these clothes in order to get rid of the previous owner's odour before being able to 
feel properly sovereign and "separate". 

The letter goes on to describe the inertia in the administrative system, hints at 
corruption and laments the general state of affairs in the Ukraine. There is an ironic 
account of Independence Day in Mr. KX local town: a small crowd of ragged people 
resembling psychiatric patients para,ded the streets brandishing a portrait of [ ... ] and 
loudlY proclaiming the glory of Ukraine. [Letter 57, original in Russian.] 

Mrs MK, Canada, asks for help for her and for her two children in order to enable them to have a 
chance of living with half a brain instead of not living at all. Her hopes are in a hemispherectomy 
which would be a solution to her problems, to date unsolved in spite of conventional psychiatric 
care: 

I am a high school graduate and have one year left before I graduate from the Bachelor of 
Arts degree program at the University of Manitoba, Canada. 
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It wasn't un;;i: my LCLLiHl,Y U.il VblCiLChH showed me my CT -scan that I admit;;ed a ;;raglc fac;;; 
the side of my head is than the :e:t side of my head. You see when one is born 
wit!: it; it's hard ;;0 ;;aik about. 

\~r.'len 1 was up, I sensed danger ir. my life. I did not know if it was 
because of the cold war, my motlcer 0: cancer, or if it was because of rr.y head, You 
see rr.y father is a lab and x ·ray technologist ar.d he never said anything about my lcead, 
he's a very quiet man, so I just assumed I had poor bone structure. 

I style my hair very carefully and am aotuaily quite pretty, I was lucky enough to marry 
an electrical We have two children. They have the same problem I do, The right 
sides of their heads are than the left side of their heads. My husband and I are 
separated. 

I recently read a book that described the brain as being made up of 60% fat. If thi.s is 
so, when will become an option for people like me'? This last summer I went to a 
conference on schizophrenia in Regina, Saskatchewan Canada, It seems the major type 
of research being done is biochemicaL This does not help me at aiL My only hope is that a 
hemispherectomy will become an option. 

You could help me or my two children have the chance ofliving vvith half a brain instead 
of not living at ail. VlThile are vaiued for their brainpower, we would still be at the 
bottom of the pile. Give peace a chance, Lets IIlai~e this a first. [Letter 99, original en English], 

Ms OT, RUSSia, an art h:storian, denounces tne involuntary treatment to which sne was forced in a 
psychiatric cliniC whecencompetent doctors abused her. The sender IS conSCiOUS of he fact that 
"\~THO receives many letters U bJt maintains 10pe for a 'eply that would 1elp her gain access 
:0 treatment Lamenting the fact that the WHO publication Wo'ld Health is no longer available in 
Russia, she asks that WHO reco:mre1d other pJblications that sre could read, A: the same time, she 
asks "or a WHO intervention in order to have her name deleted from the patients regist:y and for the 
address of a "trustworthy" psychiatric clinic in r/oscow, after having spent 13 years irl osychiatric 
hospitals receivng treatments Her dagnosis of "paranoia" was cold to her oy a member of her 
family and not by her doctor: 
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Ms. OT says she has been attending the Moscow Psychiatric Clinic for 13 years. Doctors 
refused to strike her off the register even though she has been ofT the invalidity list for 
the paste six years. She claims to be in fiJll possession of her facu:.ties and in control of 
her behaviour, but says that treatment (in the form of injections) is still being forced 
upon her. She had a slight relapse t.he previous summer and cried a lot, bu;; her condition 
improved with medication. She claims that the doctors at :.he clinic are incompetent 
and untrustworthy and that her mness is being neglected. The doctor treating her has 
neve:::' told her the name of her supposed illness. but a relative once informed her it was 
"paranoia" . 

She does not have the means to pay for treatment abroad, but hopes that WHO will 
be able to recommend a trustworthy clinic, if only in Moscow. Lamenting the fact that 
"World Healt,h" (which contained inportant medical information) is no longer available 
in Russia, she asks that WHO recommend publications sb.e could borrow from Moscow 
bookstores. Sho did try reading Korsakov's "Neuropathology and Psychiatry", but tOund 
it too specialized. 

RealiSing tbaw WHO must receive many such letters, she nevertheless hopes for a :::'eply. 
She used to be afraid of seeking ad'v:ce abroad, but says lette:::'s can now be sent more or 
less freely from Russia .. [Letter 44, original in Russian] 

Mrs RH, United Kingdom, asks for protection against psychiatrists who aggresseo her and invaded 
her private apartments, and requests an enquiry about the incompetence of her general physician. 
[Letter 166, originaln English]. 

Mr AD, 'Taiwan, requests a medical certificate from WHO. He refers to a previous reply from WHO 
to his request for a medical certificate, and asks that an exception be made in this case, based on 
the X-rays photos sent in hiS previous letter. The sender insists on the imoortance of the requested 
document saying that "there is no meaning in life", and stressing the urgency of his need. He 
states re is prepared to cover all expenses involvea and that until now such certificate has not been 
issued, in spite of nurl1erous requests to several Taiwa'lese institutions, to United Nations and to 
President Clirton: 
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I suppose an such as WHO cou"d not ;;ossiblv v<Trite any medical attestation 
for me. However is it possible t:J make an exce;;tion given the particular case, based on 
X-Ray pho~os sent to you last time. I shcued be very gratei'u: if'you could he:p me in this 
way. Expenses involved could be sent to you as requested. [ ... ] Under such mental torture, 
there is no meaning in J ife. I hope that you wEl try to relieve me of the sufferlngs as soon 
as possfole. [Letter 8, original in EngllshJ. 

Mrs TZ, Bargladesh, suffers from a reart disease and asks for financial support because she cannot 
afford to pay for her medication: 

When all the peo;;le of the world are over well made vnth the joy of games then my great 
desire has been fruitful. But just resignation WU: v&'1ish the mind in the twinkle of eye, 
because I have been lost my "two valve". I have no money for my treatrnent. 

I have three children. They are attac:tment to my life, joy and taste in. But running 
and overflowing of three fountalns is stopping: pathetic appeaJs [can] be changed into a 
fountain of laugh. 

Don't you impeach such? [Letter 4, original ir EnglishJ. 

In a ope'l letter addressed to all nations, Mr NN, Norway, who introduces himself as a teacher, wnter, 
artist and scientist, states he is dedicated to the eradication of imposture and refers to a project 
called "World Foderation of University" . In order to accomplish this project, the sender requests 
the amount of "'l'en Billion IT. 8. doUaI's", at the same fme, he asks for" a fall' amount of 'Ten 
Trillion IT. 8. dollars'" as a compensation for the attack he suffered on board a ferry: 

His Excellency, The Alnbassador , Embassy of ... 
Dated: 8 July, 1996. 

Your Excellency, 
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At:;aohed find doc'Jments fer attention of your Head of State and Goverr.ment. 
Please :nferm fromyeur side for :;he Founding of be WORJ..D FEDERATIO='J 
OF UNIVERSITY. Possible site for W F U proposed Mongolia, China, India, Nepal, Russia, 
Canada, Cuba, South Afrioa, Norway, Sweden, Estonia, Lawia, Li-:;huar.ia, Belarus. 
Approximate oonstruction oost for \IV F U Ten Billion U.S. Dollars, Yours sincerely, (Prof. 
MM) 

Copies for the immediate attention of His ExcellenCies, The Ambassadors, The Press 
Attaches, The Commercial Attaches, The Cultural Attaches, The Military, Air & Naval 
Attaches, The 1st, 2nd and 3rd Secretaries, The Police Authorities, State Bank, The Head of 
State, The Goverrnnent; and The Permanent Mission Of all nations to the United Nations. 

[oo.] Topics, Discussions: 
Impressions strong cases investigated. Methods of detection of impostors: 

Best avallable means. Methods of identification of impostors: Best available means and 
strict international co-operation. [oo.] 

For the inhuman attack to which I was subjected on Scandinavian Seaways ferry 
sailing I Mr. NN, hereby claim from Danish Govt. and others involved a legitimate 
compensation of a fair amour:.t of "Ten Trillion U.S. Dollars". [Letter 42, original in Englishl. 

Mr HL, India, introduces himself as a Catholic priest, healer Of mental patents and invites WHO to 
visit his web-site, dedicated to therapy through religion. 

Dear Sir, 
I have to te] a lot to the limO authorities, to expose a IO:1g painfu: history of:rr:y research 

in the :ield of mental illness a.."l.d the apathy I receive from -:Jle conce:'ned! 
I ::U1.ve cu:'ed ove:, thousand mental patients, majority 0: whom were Ul:der 

ps:vci:lia,trj.c medication 'with high g:'aded chemical drugs for months and years, if not 
decades 1 I shall not in detaJI now. 

I request to kindly go through the pages of my web site [ ... J [Letter 144, origina in 
EngishJ. 
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Mr LM, Germany, inquires about the existence of a diagnosIs of mental disorder for people addicted 
to gambling. The sender has been imprisoned due to gambling debts and since then has "lost 
his family, his well organized existence, his name has been tarnished and his self-esteem 
destroyed". In addition, he suffers from hypertension, extreme sleep disorders, inner agitation, 
headaches, languor, burning eyes, bursts of sweating and nightmares. He believes that he is a 
victim of the judiciary system and frequently considers suicide. His plea is for a better recognition 
of the condition of mentally ill for those who are dependent on gambling. [Letter 1 06, original in 
German]. 

Mr BC, Spain, requests an intervention from WHO: he rents an apartment in a building in the basement 
of which a mortuary is about to be opened. He annexes copies of several documents certifYing 
the truthfulness of his assertion. He requests a letter from WHO condemning such a project. His 
justifications are based on the risks of placing a mortuary in a residential building and he stresses that 
this is a common practice in many localities in both Spain and France: 

... that is just about to open a mortuary for five corpses in the basement of a building where 
96 families live. 

This building in downtown [ ... ] next to a night-club and a supermarket. 
There is nothing between this morgue and the playground. The entrance for corpses 

is directly from the street and the air vents open into the street, some 40 cm below our 
kitchen and balcony. There is no generator and, in case of an electrical failure, the corpses 
will be exposed to this sub-tropical climate with all possibilities of decay. In my opinion, 
there is a serious risk of transmission of diseases and of epidemics. 

There is also the risk of no less important diseases such as mental diseases, particularly 
for our children, who are more vulnerable, due to the exposure to this psychological 
torture of having to live constantly in contact with death and suffering, which could result 
in emotional breakdowns. A similar problem already exists in another 25 villages in Spain 
and exists also in France. 

We have submitted several complaints to the City CounCil, to National HealthAuthorities, 
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etc, ete but no one has understood this problem, and the Mayor of :s stD in favour of 
authorizing the opening of this facility. 

For all the above, I think it would be necessary to have an unfavourable opinion in 
relation to this authorization issl,;.ed by the most prestigious health authority in this 
field, 

I BEG: The issuance of a (iocument, copied to all corresponding authorities, refusing 
the right to open such mortuary, in order to avoid all the sanitary and mental health risks 
involved in it, 

Attachmerlts: 
• Pictures of the building witl1 and flags of protes~. 
• Architectural plar:s for the mortuary. 
• Oopies of official communal complaints addressed between 10/04/1996 and 10/09/1996 
to several authorities (Department of Health of [ ... ], Health Council of [ ... ], Environmental 
ProvinCial Direetorate of[ ... ], Governor of[."J, Chief Justice of[ ... J, European Commission), 
with several vague or clearly negative responses, 
• Newspaper clippings With article in favour of annulling the authorization of the ope::dlng 
of the mortuary. [Letter 55, origi'lal in Frerch] 

Mr Np, Nigeria, asks for a WHO irterventlor in favour of the treatment of mental disorders through 
reigion: 

This letter will be a witness on judgement day" if " approp"('ia,te action is not taken. 'rhe 
.Almighty God your creator and mine would like "YOU" His children that belor.:g to Htrr. 
Eternally, like some of you in the medical profession v"ith particular referer.:ce to those in 
psychiatry to come to k2'1O'.'v-i=lg "v.There" the m:2'1d or the psyche is i2'1 "l\i:an". 

Over the years the people vT'th psychiatry problems have always been treated accord.ing 
to symptoms or sig;J. of the "derar:gement" Le. not well organised. The body canr.:ot, exist 
without the spiri~ of mar: or the "mind" because of coordination of daily activities. 
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Let us compare the "mind" that is controlled by God Almighty or by the dO\ril or 
demoniac :::Jr:Jes Le. Evil spirit. [ ... ] God Allnighty'S divine solutions to psychiatry problems. 
Psychiatry problems are Spiritual problems. In order to have a total "mtk"'l", the problems 
must be handled spiritually Le. fbr the "mind" or the "spirit" of "ma:l" concerLed to have 
a God Almighty controlled life. Buildin€i of Churches in established teaching Hospitals, 
specialist Hospitals and "more especially for psychiatry Hospitals". In order to telwh and 
deliver people oftheir spiritual problems teaching them (the patients) to love God. [ ... ] We 
can only avoid psychological problems through divine power. 

Sir, may the Omniscience God Almighty Himself who dictated all the above pOints 
enlighten you and the others in health and spiritual areas (the Church). Amen. [Letter 77, 
original in English]. 

Mr UB, United Kingdom, asks for help "in order to redress the wor:d cor.ditions created by 
evil individuals that influence the mind and the body of irJlocent people th:'ough ~he 
phenomenon ofthe electronic voice". The sender informs that he has already rented a public hall, 
out of hiS own pocket, for a meeting to discuss this state of affairs. [Letter 111, origmal in English]. 

Mr SF, Morocco, denounces an illegal trade of substances harmful to health o'ganized by one of his 
fellow citizens and requests WHO intervention: 

ComplaiT:t against [ ... (:lame, address)] ft):' trading in street products, overdue 
or toxiC, smuggled, Without taxes and any other qualifications.lilegal activity of the trade 
of pharmaceutical dentistry products iT: clear b:'each of ( several law articles). 

Your Excellency: Bound to legal principles I do not ??? about this file and prese:lt the 
official version, numerous times repeated, and beg you to harden your Anti-Sr.:lUgg:ir..g 
policy and to review your position with better consideration and honour. (Vice expelled 
by virtue.) Labor:o:ls like a bee and in my condition of expert from the UN, omniSCient, 
my diagnosis concerning WHO is 'llJithout appeal. Since 1981, the importation routes for 
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~hese products, es~imated at several tons, end up at a national scale and wbatever ~hey 
come from and whoever "heir au"hors, "hese produc"s have the peculiarity of causing 
awful diseases (gray alloy, source of septicaemia) in the proportion of 80,00 Dh per ounce 
(atomic mass of the ounce: approx. ~ 0,001 g) as well as other overdue pharmaceutical 
products source of cancer etc. 200/1000 subjects are hit by cancer cells. These bandits, 
these hoodlums, this trash are playing Russian roulette with the health of citizens. [ ... ] 
[Letter 89, onginal in FrenchJ. 

Mrs NZ, ,Il,ustralia, expresses her hope that psychiatric care is equal and uniform throughout the 
world: 

I vvrote letters to "he Attorney General and the Premier of South Australia referr'ing IVIental 
Health Services in S.A. on 11cugust 1994. I hope that Mental Health Services th:'oughout 
the world are of an eqw1l and unifor:n standa:,d of care. [Letter 124, original In EnglishJ. 

Mr TD, USA, for US$ 10 million to "implement" his theory about "Psychological ~V~~".Y 
and another US$ 832,500 "or himsel'. [Letter 123, oliginal Ir EnglishJ. 

Mr Itay, for money to develop his project for the construct on of artifcial neurones for a 
parallel computer, whose basic structure would be a modified human brain, as well as to make and 
artificial human brain, in order to cure some incapacitating diseases such as tetraplegy, Parkinson's 
disease, Alzheimer's disease, ete. The sender offers the Fights of exploitation of the patent to WHO. 
[Letter 1 original in ItalianJ 

Mr NH, United Kingdom. has been "intentionally stigmatized" by a psychiatrist who, according 
to the sender.s an alcoholic who has misdiagnosed him as schizophrenic. The sender asks WHO's 
intervention to reach the Prime-Minister in order to present his case of "deliberate libel". 

Deliberate psyehiatric m:sdiagnosis; 3ritish Government ur:a<::::le to find a sol".ltion, nor 
able to handle it. I am ire the UK sufIer greatly under the severest real Torture since 
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1975 for being treated for sc:ch a psychia~riC disease I never had. I cannot get out of this 
Holocac:st. 

For 2 Sick (known) alcon.o;, addicted Doctors / Boss / Colleagues who believed w.::ongly, 
that I knew about His fears to be struok off the Register so great that he stigmatised 
me - NOT diagnosed - a oorrect diagnosis denied me for it would not help to oover up of 
va::ioc:s flaws. I am ill treated for SChizophrenia I never had for thiS, malicious scaredioc:s 
allegations made, continuously under threat to be incarcerated, for this reason 24 British 
Doctors invented Symptoms and History. 

Could I be seen in Bern, The Medical Foundation for Victims of if only to have 
a correct diagnosis made, and reprieved froIn this Life / Death Sentl3nlDe, skil~ sittttg on 
death rOV1 awaiting the Execution. [Letter 102, orginal in EnglishJ. 

Mr IN, Thailand, in one of his letters, states that he has been abUSively labelled as mentally ill by the 
American government The latter, by preventing him from obtaining his earnings, has tried to create 
in him a "socio-economic picture of mental illness", despite the lack of a mental disease in his 
case: 

In retaliation for my candid dis-closures of medical-legal abuses in IT,Y native country of 
The United States of the U.S. government has kept rr:.e from ea::nings money 
independently for over ten years, in order to attempt to create tt me a socio-ecoDomic 
picture of mental illness, where no rr:.ental illness exists or ever existed. 

I would greatly appreCiate whatever assistance The World Health Organization could 
offer me to asSist me .... [Letter 116, original in EnglshJ. 

N'rs CM, Germary, who has beer studying psychology -'or many years now "wiuho1i:; about 
to come at a conch.:sion", asks whether WHO is aware 0' cases similar to hers: for many years she 
"feels sexual itching that recently became a real ha::assment and rape" In additior, voces 
tell her that she will be their doil and that they will make of her whatever they want and ,hat ,hey 
will put her up to sale In a mental brothel. [Letter 79, original in German] 
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Mr IN, Thaland, presents himself as a journalist and denounces the tolerance of American au:horities 
towards two doctors "criminals and revisionists", who are at the origin of abuses against the 
freedom of the sender: 

And, so I am watching how historical revisionists will ChiLYlge how 
Ame!'ican history around the names of the two criminally insane in Houston, 
Texas, Dr .... iL"ld Dr .... , who masterminded Americas First Caught Commitment, 
as reported l:pon und.er cove!' the ''''HO, feeling they cou2d profit handsomely 
via perpetuating such abt:ses agaiLst me and that perhaps in an whe!'ein clea!':y 
right wing, Neo Fascism is alive and well across the D.S.A. and internationaEy they Could 
actually come out appearing to be on the right side of justice in the hearts and minds of the 
American people, which is exactly what the U.S. Department of ,Justice is allovving them to 
get away with. [Letter 81, original In English]. 

Mr IN, Thailand, sends his pho:ograoh, his card (doctor and press correspondem) as well as a letter 
denoL.ncilg the tortll'es he suffered while in Texas: 

[ ... ] I was kidnapped, beaten and tortured in Texas by the insane phySiCians, 
Dr ... and Dr "', after subjected to an illegal, fixed and inapp!'opriate commitment 
hearing before the arrogant and incompetent magistrate ... [Letter 60 anginal in EnglishJ. 

Mr IN, Thailand, based on hisnvestigations concerning psychiatric abuses, concludes that every 
psychiatrist ard every psychiatrc carer in the worlds but a auack: 

MY invest~gatioEs il'1':itl: medical·legal ab1ises across my native country of USA and 
iEternationally, has lead me to the cOEclusion that each and every psychiatrist and 
mental health care worker in th.e world is a daEgerous 'quack'. [Letter 59 original in English]. 
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Mrs OX, United Kingdom, writes to WHO and other agencies In charge of protecting the public 
at large, to denounce evil psychiatric care, after 15 years of being in such care. She stresses 
importance of respecting psychiatric patients and of taking into account their cY)oices and individual 
freedom: 

I have experienced the mem;aJ health services for the past 15 years and wollid say that the 
care I received was in no way care for rcyselfbeing ill but a psychological course 
to maintain rr:y character, which amounted to less ,"ha'). nental cruelty. 

V'milst I appreciate yO'..lr concern for protecting the carc in the community would 
work if the professional careers knew what they were and therefore need different 
training. VlThat mentally ill people need more than is respect, choice and che 
freedom to speak and be listened to. 

The art of psychiatry is in the listening skills and with this alone the brain has its oV\~ 
natural way of healing. V'lhat people need is a rest after the crisis and mental stimulation 
like having any other illness. 

I have written to many people with my ideas as recommendations into improving care 
for the mentally ill. [ ... ] 

Annexe: J\.rticle (apparently published by OX n a newspaper): 

Vmat care in the community really means for the mentally ill 

Years ago the mentally ill were locked up in large institutions, sometimes for half a lifetime 
or more because nobody really understood them and they could be locked up for things 
like having an illegitimate baby. One lady I met once just had a sp.3ech U,"llvclJ.u.y. 

Now with med.ica:jon, doctors can help the :nentally ill :nuch more This means 
people can have the physica: freedom of living in their own homes and leading the life that 
is led by anyone else. It was a grea7, step forward for I am thankful that I car: be in my Olilffi 

home and able to have the freedom to m&:te my own frlends a::ld do as I wished. 
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Many of the mentally ill oannot get work because their illness is unpredictable and 
sometimes they oanr:ot keep normal working hours. Anyway, I can tell you it is diff,cult 
to get aJob mainly because of the lack of understanding. I held a well-;aid responsible job 
before mybreakdow::1. 'rhis means many people have to re:y entirely on benefits. 'Ihis is no 
much - a close friend of mine has £20 a week after she has paid her Council tax, rent, and 
e:ectriCity - this £20 is to buy food, clothes, toiletries etc. 

Mostly one gets a mental jJlness in adulthood and people have work skEls of some kind 
what;ever they may be. HaVing a mental illness teaohes one a deal about oneself and 
life. My mental illr:ess has been invaluable, especially in my case, gettireg a better service 
in the area for the mentally ill. What we really would likes to be able to go to a workplace to 
meet and talk about normal life and be"riend people. Even if we could contribute an hour 
a week and get the going rate we would greatly appreciate it. 

Let me tell you a story. I was travelling to .. , to see my re:atives and I drove though " .. 
As I had just encountered a few roundabouts, = was on che straight road. It was there that 
a young man was walking on my side of the road towards .... He was walking upright with 
a light spring ared whistling, He had clean lO:lg ,hair :;ied baok in a pony tal: and old but 
practical cloches. As I drove nearer him he bad a large :ength of wood above his shoulder 
and across ~s chest. As I drove neae'er still 1 realised he was carrying a full sized wooden 
cross. I was a little a.-nazed b'U~ as I drove past, I real.ised w1'..y this t.ask was so easy for he 
had fixed a wheel on the end of the cross, which made it very easy to carry. 

I wrote to the Bishop of ... relating this story as i~ had happened in his Diocese, I got a 
reply by return of post. "There must be amoral in your st,ory. Perhaps if we are unable to 
bear another's cross we can be the ones who fix and supply the wheels," 

have fOl:lld that fixing wheels to crosses is CL very and easy thing to do when 
you know how. 'The more you do t,he easier it becomes. 

Il1Jhat mentally El people need more tha.:l anytLing is to be listened to? Sometimes we do 
not look very pleasan':: old c:othes, a bit down and "peculiar behaViour". It is not our 
fault bu~ eash ODe of us has something to say - we have mouths and we can ta:k. Fixing a 
wheel is ,just spend,ing the time to listen or even a smile when YOl: see them in the street. 
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VlI'beels are interesting things for it doesn't matter whether one:s second hand and a bi:: 
rusty it ",rill do till a better 0l1e can be found. 

I feel that if yO~l could learn to fix wheels and take time to Iisten to those who have 
suffered a menta:. illness you would fmd them genuine ar.d appreciate your friendship ar:d 
time even if for a few minutes of your life. » [Letter 130, original in EnglisrJ. 

Mr XB, Russia, admits being terrorised by the pOlice and the state attorney, and presents an anaiysis 
of the political, historical and sociological situation in Russia and the world. [Letter 46, original in 
RussianJ. 

Mr IN, Thailand, doctor and Journaiist, testifies about abusive practices of psychiatry in different 
places in the world 

I would like to herein take this opportur.:ity to illghl1ght fo2" The World Health Organization 
a se2"ious problem which we are being confronted with internationally, willch is intentional 
abuses of psychiatry wherein the sane are treated as insane by ad versial parties :n orde:o 
to silence legitimate and constructive dissent in various regIons of t:t:e world which are 
clearly corrupt in every sector. 

AB re:;:;orted to the WHO under separate cover, I personally was terrorised by such 
medical - legal abuses by professional adversa:'ies interested in stopping my investigations 
alo:1g these lines, in both Beijing, The Peoples Republic of Oillna and Hous~on, 'I'exas. 

ABide from the criminally insane physicians, Dr ... and Dr ... , in Houston, Texas, who 
ha'le been responsible for set ting off a chain reaction of medical-legal abuses along these 
lines, I feel it is of concern that many po:ice departme::l~s inter::lationally appear to have 
chosen to support &'1d perpetuate such abuses, instead of mOving to crack down ... such 
abuses. [Letter 105, original in EnglisrJ. 

An anonymous sender from Hong Kong, who introduces himself as the "New World Co=entatop", 
finds·that the psychiatric hospital Castle Peak, in Honking, locks up mentally sane people who are 
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illegally deprived from their liberty for long periods of time. Patients frequently abuse psychoactive 
medication and WHO should pay special attention to this problem through an in-depth investigation. 
[Letter 66, original in English]. 

Mr PK, Finland, send some lines as "a warning" against Finnish psychiatric practices: "8.0.8. to 
help Finland! Fi=ish psychiatry ~ Gestapo, sadism, against Human Rights .... [Finnish 
town] ~ Dachau". [Letter 138, original in Finnish] 

Mrs RN, Italy, underlines that what the 1991 UN Resolution on violent mental patients states against 
imprisoning mentally ill people is not respected in Italy. She asks herself why people with mental 
disorders "should end up in prisons" and titles her letter "a protest of a parent who lives with 
a knife in the throat because of her son", named after the title of an attached newspaper article. 
[Letter 1 S3, original in Italian]. 

Mr TJ, Japan, introduces himself as an abused person who defends good medical practice. He is a 
member of several groups on social research against medical malpractice. HIS dream is to "regain 
health": 

I feel obliged writing letter suddenly. I respect WHO history that has contributed to health 
of mankind. [ ... ] I was diagnosed wrongly as schizotypal personality. I was took major 
tranquilizer and antidepressants for example haloperidol. In Japan the rights of patients 
are not establish yet. 

I am the member of "The Medical Malpractice Information Center" (Headquarters 
office in Nagoya Japan, lawyer's group) and "The Citizen's Group to Establish The Law of 
Patient' Right in Japan" (headquarters office in Fukuoka Japan, lawyer's group) 

I wrote only my case as example, but such patients are much exist as it were "Medical 
Refugees". "Refugees" are not only African children but also in developed capitalism 
advanced nation sufferer by profit of specialist, company, government. [ ... J. My dream is 
getting health again. [Letter 154, original In English]. 
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According to Mr FH, Austra la, he has been preve'lted frof'l'1 betting and winning at horse races 
by mental health authorities in AJstralia. sender also deplores some sexJal sde effects 0" the 
medication he is forced to take, bL t IS af'ald of discussing them with the sta"f lest he be pJt on 
injectable f'l'1edicat on: 

r wrote this letter to a oomplaint against the South Australian and Victorian MentaJ 
Health Authorities in Australia. My complaint concerns my gambling while under forced 
and unforced psychiatric medical treatment aD.d governmental financial control myself. 
r commenced to handwriting an extremely profitable form guide concerning Australi.an 
gallops, llarness and greyhounds in 1988. At the same time approximately that 
I produced my profitable form guide I was placed on a "treatment order" entitling tIle 
psychiatric personnel to administer whatever medication they thought applicable. I also 
consider slightly relevant that although I enjoy immensely romance sex witIl adult females 
I h.avehad sex only 6 occasions in 14 years. Current daily oral medication (tablets) 
causes me extreme to my penis, 3 to 5 days/nights per week. I haven't complainecl 
to psychiatric because if I reject the oral medication they will recommence 
injections etc. 

r know that I am Australia's most accurate gambler - be it gallops, harness (trots) and 
greyhounds. I am most willing to provide ar.y additionaJ information as requested by the 
WHO. [Letter 107, onginal in EnglishJ. 

Mr DE, United Kingdom. sends in press clippings concerning dental developf'lent in chidhood and 
then denounces water fluoridation as an international f-aud. He sees his letter as a last cry for help 
and "0' the 'ecognit on of his work: 

The enclosed documents are to bring my life's researcIl work to your notice. This research 
has bro",gbt persecution upon my person, because it conflicts with international f?aud, 
llr'1.mely vhe fraudulenv promotion of worldWide fluoridation. This is my last appeal for help 
and recogIlition of my work. I am 91 years of age, but still alert in mind. [Letter 34, original 
in EngishJ . 
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Mr CW, Norway, denounces the political use of psychiatry, particularly against opposition parties and 
"not OrL_y in Eastel'n countries" _ The sender presents his own case, p,lrposefully ignored by the 
very authorities that are supposed to defend ~im: 

Please find enclosed a letter on my view of psychiatry_ As madness is a kind of joke in 
all cultures, it is difficult to gain any understanding of its political usa,ge by most states. 
Exact~y because peo:ole find madness and sub-normality outrageously amusing, almost 
every state has start9d using psychia,try to an political opposition. 

Psychiatry is used for the destruction of often to prove that a or a 
n:i:Eo,rit,v is indeed il~credibly stc.pid. If they are no~ stc:pid, psychiatry may make them 
stupid v,,"1thout anyoEe shov"wg an.y interest in it. For some years, Amnesty International 
took some small interest in "madness" iE Eastern Europe, and acknowledged the political 
usage of psychiatry during communism. InternatJonal, also Called "AmEesia 
InterEational" by me, has not shown the same interest for tille political usage of psychiatry 
in the West. When I was taken after my return from Egypt, to Norway in 1978, I r::lcl.IlcLgeO 
to out a letter from the closed where I was kept incommunicado, ar:d it 
was posted to Amnebty Internat:onal. I received the brief answer from London in 1978, 
"'lve do not take the cases of mad persons." 

In oftheir gr:)ss lack oflnterest in my own case, I did write Human Rights appeals 
thl'ough International myself for 15 years, also with a some appeals to Eastern 
EUl'ope. Amnesty International published information about the bad usage of psychiatry 
in communist countries. That we in the capitalist West have a worse usage of psychiatry 
that means that usual out-patient groups a:so may be receiving 10botOldsing medicines 
lNithout tb_eir know:odge, from usual general practitioners, causing amnesia, bad 
bad co-ord.ination, lE"ck of tl'~inking, bad reading, death of hrain cells, heart trouble, 
part paralysis, etc. nlUst be acknowledged and condemned. The U.S.A. started to admit 

whereas I<~urope of course must obey a convention of the U.N. on health care V'nth a 
forbiddance of brain damaging medicines. (Letter 24, onginal in EnglishJ. 
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The same sender, (W, in another letter, sent one year later, invites WHO :0 put pressure on the 
Vatican to accept contraception and a better coordination with its projects, particularly in relation to 
family health and child immunisation campaigns: 

I wan~ed to mention the work of the catholic churches. 
Maybe before you are ~he job as Ger:e:,al Direc~or, could put some pressure on 

the Vatican to accept oontraceptior: as a health measu:'e and also maybe offe:'to oo-operate 
more With their medical teams around the world, I think they need help and advioe by 
medical experts on basio mod e:'r: health measures as we have got espeoially in Protestant 
r:ations like Norway and England, mothe:,-baby care, vaooinal-ions for babies and children 
eto. [Letter' 04, original in EnglishJ. 

IVlrs HX, Canada, understands that shelves in poor material and health conditions and invi:es WHO 
to pray with her and the whole world for the healing of all suffering: 

I write to discuss healtb concern of mine which overlaps into an economic and finanCial 
cor:cern, as I live, through the G:'ace of God, on a handicap penSion compassion and co
operation of the British Columbia Provincial Goverrur.en~ and a medical dispensation, (~hat 
is a medical statement that I have the treatable but not curable - at this time - condition 
broadly referred to as schizophrenia). [ ... ] 

I end this letter by er:closing a prier for all persons ar:d all the sick, the afflicted, the 
suffering, .... Heavenly Father, through Jesus Christ your sor:, may The World Health 
Organization and I, H ... , and my mother a::1d our wou::1ded family and our wounded world 
be ur.:ited With the personal prayers, tears. joy, graces and protection ... 

I suppose i::1 an ultimate sense, true pover~y, true need, even true squalor are a state 
of mind, a limitation of consoiousness, a dire spiritual separation from God and in Christ 
Consciousness. [Letter 101, original in English]. 
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Mr KR, Unted Kingdom, asks for WHO helo in his fight for a better recognition of chronic fatigue 
syndrome in France. His interest in this topic has been raISed by a Frercch friend who suffers from this 
illness and who was suggested by a physician to accept a osychiatric diagnosis in order to benefit 
from car,,: 

I am writing to you in the hope that you ma.y be able to help me in my effoI'ts to establish 
the recog:rttion or o',hervnse of the medical condition, known in the U.Ko as myalgic 
encephalomyelitis (ME) also known as post viral fatigue syndrome [ ... ]. 

As you w"ill see froIr, the enclosed photocopies of le:,ters from the action for ME and 
in particular that from Mr. the situation is somewhat complicated. My main concern 
regarding Mr. T.'s letter is that this is t1:e experience of just one person and may not reflect 
fairly on the French medical establishment. [ ... ]. 

A-'lllexes: Excerpts fI'om :,he letter from the French friend. [Letter 2, original in English]. 

An anonymous sender from Sweden asks for WHO intervention in the Arab-Israeli conflict,n favo,Jr 
of a "i're'9 Palestine, having Jerusalem as capital". His argumentation includes" persecutions 
ofPalest·inians by Israeli colonisers". [Letter 5, orignalln English]. 

Mrs MB, Australia, introduces herself as an American artist who migrated to Australia and asks 
for WHO suoport to study tne abuses she was subjected to in Australia, in order to prevent similar 
suffering of other persons. 

I am writing to 'i\'1IO as an American / Australian citizen. I am terribly concerned about 
the populatlor:. behaviour in Australia. As a, consequence of my experiences I feel very 
st:'ongly about expre8sing my case to a relevant organization. 

I have been impoverished and exploited oy mass reaction. Many attacks have occW'red. 
For this reason I wish to ask lNHO whe~her I may forward documentation of my case 
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which I have been complyil:g for t2le Human and Equal Opportuni~y Cor:unission 
iI: Sydney [ ... ]. Beautiful women such as myse~f are atta~ked, abused, ::ipped and robbed 
in constant progressions in population reaction. My dissatisfaction with the legal and 
rr.edical professions as weE as the police has continued throughout this ordeal. 

Housing, education, employment and non~paid provision oflabour have been shocking 
for someor:e of my intelligence. As an artist I could not believe how hard it has been to work 
in this nation. Australia is not a good nation fo:: me to live in. I did not choose to migrate 
from America where I was very happy as a child. Migration caused serious trauma to 
fmd a nation of alienation and harmfulness [ ... ]. The sexism and misogyny in Australia is 
shocking. 

My request is that I submit documentation of my experiences to WHO as a study of 
population behaviour for the future benefit of others. Is it possible that WHO could evaluate 
such a case for me? I am desperate to find a way to solve this matter. [Letter 6, original in 
EnglishJ. 

Mr ON, Canada, denounces the lack of ethics anong tfJe doctors, social worker and policemen he 
has met in Canada. He states ne has been tortured and that hiS life is in danger, which has provoked 
in him a very real phobia of hosptals, 

Medical Ethics. [ ... ] victims of torture in Toronto. They top rr.y mind, [ ... ] we have 
suffered crimes at the hands of police, co-workers and social workers and people, Doctors 
experiment also without permission as ifI am a machine. We suffer psychological torture 
every day, We Th'lNe qualificawion but no jobs. They even t::y to put us in jail. 

In operating .:'ooms doctor acted as they were in illrr.ing studios. Accidents at work were 
made more and injuries were not reported J:ot held properly. Doctors made unnecessary 
examinations to please others. Doctors made "''rong diagnosis, OIl purpose. I almost died 
in operation and while in intensive care they brought people to harass me even nurses. 
They wanted to keep me for tests, They brought specialists when I called some one Hitler 
during Nazi occupation, my mother got easier medical treatmeJ:t. 
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I had my medical record given to police a.~d other ",,'ithOl.:.t a1.:.thorisations. At ON 
the doctors did not ask per'mission to o'otain medical files I was asked to give medical 
information vvithout a reason. I was denied medical information by a doctor who did 
erratic surgery 'with the only explanation" We do not known him". I will not be surpr:sed 
if they kill us! As I wa.3 told, even in hospital. I was kept <;5 days in hospital because the 
poi:ce officer just asked for it! [ ... ]. 

I had developed a phobia for hospitals then never trusting anyone and ,\'II-:ith reason. 
They tell me that never they ""'ill leave me alone, now want b1.:.si.ness exploiting rr.y mind 
I think I had enough. 'rhey have no ethics and I do not trust the Government. [Letter 12, 
original in English]. 

Mr eN, United Kingdom, asks WHO to stop the use of useless medication, particularly psychiatric 
drugs, on the grounds that tre use of these drugs "is a tool of the forces of evil": 

I am concerned that tlle days of the a~tention of the human spirit are underesti:C1ated in 
the worldwide use of unnecessary medication, especially psychiatric medicatioL There 
is a battle between good and evil is this existence and continued unrestrained use of 
1.:.nnecessary medication is a tool of the forces of evil. I'ake immediate steps to st,op it! 
[Letter 14, original in English] 

Mrs JI, New Zealand, stands up against the indefinite detention of people who are diagnosed with 
"personality disorder" without any other psychiatric diagnOSIs. This is a violation of human rights, 
which IS why the sender has also contacted Amnesty International: 

I am corresponding to the WHO Geneva, Switzerland to lay an o:ficial complaint against 
the New Zealand Government Department of Health. In March of 1994 the New Zealand 
Government passed a bill entitled "Compulsory Assessment and Treatment BiI:~. This bill 
advocates and legalises quote "indefinite detent:on" of persons "Jith no defined psychiatric 
disorder under a te:om "personality disorder". 
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I have previously contacted Ar:mest,y International Geneva S"\i\iitzerland for assistance 
and support as mypol:tical opinion is that New Zeal and Government advocates and executes 
wllite South African POlicies in Govermnental policy an affairs. [ ... ] Witl: the legalised Bill, 
~he New Zealand Mental Health service rr:.ay legally execute indef.nite detention against 
any person with no defined psychiatric disorder under an invented term of personality 
disorder. [ ... ] This is also a Human Rights Atrocity, and my case clearly shows how this 
s~ill r.J.ay accost innocem persons. v'vilo are then indefinitely detained under "personality 
disorder". I trust you can understand the serious ir.J.plications of this situation. [Letter 15, 
original in EnglishJ. 

Mrs KP, Ireland, states that her inheritance, left to her by her father, has been withheld from her by 
dishonest barkers and doctors. Also, the sender hopes that WHO will help her brother who is being 
treated as a "schizo" whereas he has "manic depression". Fir.ally, the most paif'ful thing was the 
loss of contact with her boyfriend, a Belgian economist, in spite of all her efforts to reach him through 
police, television, radio, doctors and postal authorities: 

I hope you can do sOr.J.ething to help my brother. He suffers from manic depression but is 
treats for "schizo" [ ... ]. 

~ was kidnapped from a Psychiatric clinic in Spain in 1988. Altogether 9 years under 
the jurisdiction of psychiatrists. You will no doubt have heard of the "Beef Tribunal"? My 
brother and I are the chief beneficiaries. Our father died 23 years ago and left a vast sur.J. 
of meney but left no will. Surely when depOSits stop after a cel'tain number of years banks 
such as M ... in London should begin to look up the relatives. In Spain I reed that 4 heads 
of state were involved in the "fraud ofthe century". 

The thing that hUl'ts mest my Belgian boyfriend ef about 20 years ago has been trying 
to get in touch with me, throU!P.l pOlice, TV, Hadio, Doctors and Pos~al authorities. As far 
as I know he is an econo:rnist at a bank in Liege. His nar.J.e is K. .. , unfortunately the biggest 
problem I do no~ l'emembel' his surn&'lle. He is about 6 ft. 3 inches. He does not :ook his 
ages he is about 50 .. 
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The docter JE (who was on a higl1 at tlle tirr.e) sold our llouse lock stock barrel for 
214000, a s:x·bedrocrr. hOl:se V'lithout my knowledge. I o:liy got 26000 rr.elted down ~o 
just over O:1e. The sale took place in1989 I o:JJy learnt in 1999!! W:.y apologies for the long 
"epistle" but it is like being i:1 a prison with nowhere to go whe:1 one is discharged. 

P.S.: Please do not put your address on reply. [Letter 16, original in English). 

Mr FN, Ireland, asks for WHO's help :n order to stop taking medication and to meve from psychiatric 
care to psychological care. The sender denounces the fact that he has been prevented from working 
due to psychiatric reasons and stresses his interest In dOing sports: 

Since 1983 I have been under treat:ne:1t : ... l I vrrote to former ministers for 
llealth their replays were uns'Jitable I' ... ] J'hey also stopped rr:e relaxing and fer 12 years 
I C01.::8 not wer:'\.. I arn Dr BN who prescribes Risperidone 3ml tV\lice a day 
[ ... l I r:eed all medication to stop. As I feel a vegetable now w some exwem. Throughout r 
tried to play spore' tennis &: &: badminton I could get no one for practice, V\lith none 
of the sport clubs allowed me as viSitor. C ... ] Through out I have applied for work the Irish 
State -will not allow me work even though there is nothing wrong with me. r asked for a 
Psycho instead of'psychiatrist but Prot'. JC refused. [ ... ] Please help. [Letter 17, origina in 
English], 

Mr KO, USA, referring to his previous letters, denounces malevolent activities that 1appened in a 
university medical centre that forced him to move to Mexico: 

A:I information ser:.t yot:. by me pl'evious to this letter has been sent to the Consul General 
of Japan, San Franciflco. 

As you known I consider my work convincing [ ... J. A:so respecting your position I send 
you a problem I am working on. I do this because I believe you shOUld be aware of what has 
been goinE{ on at Univl~rsity Medical Center in .. " USA. This UniVBl'slty is know'n for some B 
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laureates. I think it totally evil and do explicit about it in the enclosed letter. Because 
ofthem I now live in Mexico. From reading these letters if you think you could assist me I 
would appreciate. [Letter 19, originai in English]. 

Mr UM, South Africa. asks for an urgent intervention on behalf of people with sexual a1d psychiatric 
disabilities who are denied access to adequate sexual privileges (in some cases. people 'lave to wait 
for months). The sender would like to know whether these rights are covered by the "Geneva 
Convention" ; 

Re: sexual J.'J.~;J.J.L" 
Please be aware, that we sexually and psychiatrically d:sabled persons are beir.g ::enied 
access to adequate sexual privilege, under the new black government. Please could you 
investigate as the matter of urgent priority. Please coulci you refer the matter to the 
appropriate United Nations special Committee. In some cases, we are waiting for months. 
This is not joke for us. I promise to God. Please tell me what my rights are under the 
"Geneva Conve::ltion". With love, UM. [Letter 21, anginal ir English], 

Mr (W, Australia. i1troduces himself as a doctor and denounces sex changes disguised as female 
orcumcisi01; according to him. women believe they have been circumcised, whereas in actual 
they have been subjected to a sex change. Thus, some female athletes are indeed men whose sex 
has been charged: 

Third world plague origins 
Maybe the reason some people dislike t.o mention female circumcision is because they 

don't believe it exist. 
The origin may be sex ch&'"lge, man becomes woman; the testicles are cut off, the 

penis is turned in words to keep tbe open~ng open; so tha" originally what is called female 
circumcisioI: is a sex change from man to VirOman. Once a man is changed into a v{Oman it 
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is not generally known that it is a "changed man": in modern they never knovm, but 
they often suspeot a woman of high sport achievement is a ohanged man [ ... ]. 

The usage of many objeots that exoite people and are attributed. to exoiting 
sex practioe; are oLe:l originally -:;ort=e instrur:lencs used sex operations of men 
espeoially. 

To oover up for the sex oharge pr3.otice they try to show ~hat it is warner: who are 
oircumoised, mostly it of course an adult woman does not kno>"m she was sex 
ohanged. [Letter original in EnglishJ. 

Mr KD, USA, in a concise letTer, asks for someone to Investigate hiS "psychiatric history" : 

JlLy name is KD, I seek er:trance to ( ... ] of Iowa and have a history at Pitt. 
Please expedi~e an US oi~ize::l, KD. [Letter 18, original in English] 

Mr NK, United Kingdom, speaks on behalf of one of his friends who suffers from side of 
medication. The sender descnbes the different effects of the medication on the brain, and asks for an 
intervention to help not only hiS fnend but also other people in similar CIrcumstances: 

= ... ] The sad tring is th",t the symptoms he is suffering from have been induoed bymedioation. 
~ ... ]. His brain probably the cerebral oortex's motor-drive, his neurotransmitters in that 
area have been imbalanoed ar:d he is really Ul.U"'.'·UJ.'" 

[ ... ] 'l'heyblook the brains natural syr_apses and inl::.ibit the flow ofneurotransmitters, 
having the SaDe effect, as a 10botorEY. 'rhe 140 side effeots are each an illness in themselves 
although somewhat minor in their seriousness. I that;:ny :r:end [nar.:J.e ] 
b.as all this medications stopped [ ... ] Ladies and help [name] and other 
people like him. [Letter 35, original in English], 

Mr ON, C 3nada, denources the abusivemplantlng of electronlcal medical devices ir order to modify 
human behaviour and asks for an enquiry by the United Nations. He states thatmplants of foreign 
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languages and of unconscious words are associated to this phenomenon. The sender quotes some 
excerpts of conversations between his family members that he has intercepted from those who had 
stolen them: 

I try to obtain publicatior:s or: HI concern:ng medioal personal. Code of conduct for 
medical personal. Also medical d.evices ar:d on people. Use of electronic implants 
and behaviour modification volun~arily and involuntarily. Implants and foreign languages 
involuntary speaking, unc:mscious 'rhis situation exists in British Columbia 
Ca:c.ada. Ask you UN office or send. your reporters. Jfyou have not already. All letters are 
broadcasted how the oontent: 

April13j93, time 00.58: We got his idea ... 
April 04/95, time 11.40: Nokia (they use Nokia) use the voice of my Sister, sister in law, 

brother, [ ... ] 

Annexes: 
• Journal artiole on SOviet Psychiatry; 
• Photooopies: statue of Laocoon and Apollo; 
• Letter from " Bank of Montreal" demanding the payment of a debt of Can$4,948; 
comments: "Financial institutions, aooording to RLMP use ex KGB-trained personal to do 
the interrogation taotics, cruel and sadistic inhuman". [Letter 28, original in ""U6L.".LJ 

Mr KU, Norway, presents himself as suffering brain damage, schizophrenia, epiepsy, anorexa and 
alcoholism; he is forced to take psychiatriC medication. HIS mother has cancer, hs father had hear: 
surgery and hiS former girlfriend's father, brother and cousin have all commit:ed suicide. He himsel" 
has been the victim of burglary, a plane accident and homosexual rape In :he space 0" 24 hours: 

I have brain damage, schizophrenia, epileptiCS, anorectic a:c.d alcoholi8m. I have an 
apartment, but I'm now on a protected (hal: vmy home ward). I am voluntary in word! 
[ ... ]. They still force Ille to take haloperidol = ... ]. 

My rcother had oa:c.cer a:ld at the sane time my father had a heart surgery. I had a 
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girl friend. Both her father, brother and cousin did suicide. 
If possible send this letter to UN in Geneva! 
I have been in hospital and sickness (psychiatric home). My doctor used narcotics in 

the treatment (Mr. KH). In 24 hours I was a victim of hotel burglary, plane accident and 
homosexual rape! 

Hope to hear from you. [Letter 30, original in English]. 

Mr RB, Nigeria, has doubts about the treatment prescribed by his psychiatrist, and asks for WHO's 
advice. Should it be a "bad prescription", he asks that h is doctor be "penalised", particularly since 
this is the second complaint lodged by him concerning the treatment receive at the same hospital: 

I was at ... Psychiatric Hospital today the 22nd of March 1996 for medical check up and 
I explained to Dr P ... that I am feeling fine but I needed what I should be taking regularly 
and to my surprise he prescribed ... , but I did not take the injection. And I would like 
World Health Organization to find out whether is good or not and I would like WHO body to 
penalise the doctor if :Lt is bad prescription. 

This is my second Gomplaint about the treatment at ... Psychiatric Hospital. [ ... ] NB. I 
hereby attached the photocopy at the prescription sheet. [Letter 32, original in EnglishJ. 

Mr ET, Sri Lanka, asks for an update concerning the progress of his nomination to the Nobel Prize. He 
states that his wife has left him and that his interest is now in marrying a "Switzerland girl": 

How are you? I am quIte well. How about the Nobel Price I had applied. How is the present 
progress? 

I legally married. But new my wife left me. My wife given up me, having separately not 
divorced, yet. I would like to marry next (a Switzerland girl). Now I am finding a marriage 
partner for me. It is a good thing. I am sending have with I recently taken my photograph 
for you, necessary information. Thank you very much. Your best regards. [Letter 41 , original 
in EnglishJ. 
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Mrs DH, France, briefly describes he' traL.lT'atic experiences in the Dsychlatric system, which started 
in 1958 with an "abusive admission". In spite of her sL.ffering, the sender has been able 
to keep working for almost 40 years "doing the best she could". Now, she asks herself about 
the existence of "mentall:l1a-rllpulations" and asks WHO to consider her case "mainly from a 
human viewpoint": 

I made my carrier at the Post Office and Telecommunications 40 .J,'Bars of work). I 
started in when I had an accident and was never sent in for a medical examination. I 
had &'"1 abusive admission in November 1955 aut,horised by a Psychiatrist from Metz and 
a::l aunt (my mother's sister). I stayed then in a psychiatric hospital for a month. [ ... ] That 
is ~he of my psychiatric hist.ories. In 1958, in Strasbourg, I had the impression 

delusional. I found myself in a hospita.l for several months. I worked as hard 
as I could. Some time ago I learned [".] that I was a victim of mental manipulations. On 
May 1st 1998 I startec to have SOIT.e ideas I did not want to disclose by fear of being re
sent to psychiatry. Sl::lce June :C999 there are peop:e "working on my memory. Those 
people never made themselves clear to me! V'!llat a shame: Maybe it is too dangerous to 
talk about mental manipulations [".]. It could be demonstrated that I am r:.ot of a healthy 
mind. I thank you from carefully looking into my case, main:y :Tom a huma::l vieVv"1)oint. 
[Letter 147, original in French]. 

The same sender, in another letter, refers to an involuntary psychiatric admissions, despite the lack of 
dangerousness In her behaviour: 

I have been admitted, this is my 4th week at the psychiatric hospital [ ... ] I was in 
frO:lt 0: an entrance to :;he Elysee Palace and the pOliceman, to whom I did nothing wrong, 
neither said any unpleasant word, took me to the police district, [ ... ] the to the hospital [ ... ] 
[Letter 149, original in French], 
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Mrs 8S, France, sends a photocopy of a letter she has addressed to her doctor in which she asks for 
financial compensation for a misdk;gnosis, despite the fact that the doctor had not seen her Ifl the 
last 6 mont1S: 

Doctor [ ... ], You have stated I was in a very bad state, [ ... ] delusioI'$ pluS mental confusion 
but you have not seen me sinoe ,January. [ ... ] This justifies a demand 0: i:nancial 
compensation. [Letter 83, original in French]. 

Mr ND, USA, denounces the torture experienced by himself and others (which he descrioes as 
"some :.Jrm of 'non·ionizing electromagnetic radiation'" and asks that WHO investigate this 
problem: 

[ ... ] DU:: torture is oaused by some form of nonjonizing e] ectromagnetic radiation; it may be 
that you would want to have your committee on radiation investigate our p::oblems. I, and 
many others, are ser:sitive to electrIcity, and have electrioal rays beamed into my home at 
a~l times by some type of directed energy is as anti·democracy and as anti·Ohristian as it 
could possibly be. 

A~tached: Photocopy of a magazine article about non-lethal weapons. [Letter 80, original in 
English]. 

Mr KL, Greece, asks WHO abou: the harmful to menta: neaith role of sexual abstinence, by referring 
to a press release: 

In the press release ef [ ... J there is reference to mental health. May I ask you a delica.~e 
question? Can sexual abstinence, :;emporary or for life (religious personB), be harmful to 
mental health'? I apologise for this req'J.est [Letter 160, original in French]. 
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2. Information, personal theories 

Mr BS, Spain, informs WHO o· his discovery of a "golden rule". schizophrenia can be ful!y cured In 
13 months, 13 weeks or 13 days, because the number 13 is a cosmic one: 

[, .. ] schizophrenia is cured an nothing better that this Golden Rule [",] 'fake a dictionary 
and v>rith the same signs is "he solution with a dictionary and walked imagination is 
completely cured in 13 months, weeks or 13 d.ays, as wished, because number 13 is COSlniC, 
[Letter 22, original in Spanish), 

The same sender, two weeks later, elaborates on the treatment of schizophrenia based on his own 
experience and presents an efficacious method to gee rid of all problems: 

, .. actua~ly when we get rid of a period of schizophrenia we are reborn into a new life 
(",) the mind of a schizophrenic person is like a volcano that spits only problen:s and 
preoccupations, The tech:lique to solve a1: problems is to V';rrite down and separate the first 
two letters, Take a dictionary and perforn: the positive mode therein indicated (",) for 
instance, the word schizophrenia [esquizofrenia, in Spanish] is split into E energy and 
for S I can say sangre [bloOd] (, .. ): in such a way that this training is useful also to beat 
death and every class of negatiVity, (,.,) 

Annex. newspaperciipping aboutJohn Nash -- "the Nobel Prize awarded after 1 5 years of sc!lizophrenic 
problems", [Letter 47, original h Spanishl_ 

Mr KE, France, believes that impairments of neurovegetative and olfactory systems of patients are at 
the roots of several mental illnesses, particularly those due to tOXiC substances, The sender underlines 
the WHO's international role in inforrration dissemination: 
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[ ... = The degI'ee of neurovegetative and olfactoI'Y sensitivity of our patients is dlstuI'bed, 
and our observations so::netimes falsified by the fact that some ofthem are gIven to smoking 
hashish. The unsteady gait could be considered as a of toxic polineuI'itis. 

I wish you, my dear Madam, as lIvell as to the millions of human beings that, at t:::te end of 
this year 2000 expect "hesEh for all, considering that under your auspices, like Plato, "Nc 
one is pU:'posefully ignorant; every ev:] person is an ignorant" and th.at t:::te dissemination 
of knowledge by WHO will definltecY contribute to the dawn of an new and better Era fc:, 
mankind. [Letter 146. original in French). 

Mr KF. France, who introduces himself as a patient. announces the discovery of a new syndrome. 
which begins with a chronic blockage of nose and dryness of mouth. and which comes about as a 
consequence of neuroleptic medication. He asks about the availabilty of "the vital machine to 
treat tl"l:.8 syndrome". which would be useful to others suffering from it too 

It is with due I'espect I owe you as a patient, whose 0:' cape is in yOUI' hands, that I 
would like to infoI'm you about a new syndrome, in which discovery I have beer~ involved. 

I dare oe appeal to you so that o~her patients, like myself, could obtain, wRhout delay, 
access to the vital machine used to treat this syndrome. You will find all details of this 
important endeavour in the copies of the three letters I have already addressed to you, It 
is in the hope of a quick action from yeu that I beg you to accept, ::"adies and Gentlemen, 
my best regards. 

I have just par;;icipated in the discovery of a new syndrome characterised as follows: 
Further to a we~~ening of the nasal lining caused by neurolepvics, and caused by an 

impOI'tan~ air pollution, ~he patient's nose tends to block chronically, what forces him 
to breath through the mouth. Now, since the patient is under neu:'oleptics, his mouth is 
totally dry ~"'ld, :n of appropriate remedies, it becomes extremely inconvenient to 
breath. through the mouuh. The biggest problem is associated >\11th falling asleep: dLLring 
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:;his phase, the patien~, already in a state of high anx:ety, is filled with a suicidal panic 
'oecause he asks hin:selfhow is .he going to sleep. Ac~ually, the night dosage ofneuro~eptics 
and be::lzodiazepines tends to cause a deep and prolonged sleep, but, :;he dryness ofmol,th 
needs frequent and repeated awak.enings in order to ~oehydrate the mouth lining. Given the 
in:poss:bility of e:qjoying sleep, the abovementiolled syr:.drome calls for assistar:.ce from a 
machine whose aim :s to rehydrate the mouth duri:lg sleep. The vital presence of such a 
machine is needed both by the nature of the extreme nervousr:ess of patients affected by 
acute schizophrenia and by a real irnpossibilityto fal: asleep, which sta.rts a critical period, 
due both :;0 the treatment and the natural need of each person, even a healthy 0::18. 

This is why, a.s a patient, I beg Medicine to conduct research on this maChine, and also 
for funding to the Social Welfare Department to provide access to this machine, perhaps 
costly, and cor:sists ir: rehydrating the mouth ofthe patient during his sleep. 

Apparently, I am the first patient to raise this serious problem that makes me extremely 
nervoLs, in a state of to:;al pallic, which wllllast untE I am reassured by the presence Of 
such a mac.hine to rehydrate the mo~th dcring sleep. 

My parents, with whom r live, could testify about excessive nervousness due to the 
absence of sJ.ch a machine, that I do no believe I C&"l afford to bJ.y withou:; your financial 
support. 

II'. brief, T will not be completely relaxed until this machine, that is a vital need, is part 
of my universe. 

llook forward to your favourable reply and remain 
Respectfully yours. [Letter 137, original in French:. 

Mr Croatia, in one of his letters, presents hs "psychoatomic theory", and, at the same time, 
asks for 'lelp in opening an institute of psychoatomic medicine. 

Psychoatcrnic genetiCS 
Wider c~oud oftt.e Earth consisting of a:;om could not reach the Vv1.der cloud of the Moon. 

There was water around. the Earth and a.rou::1d the 1<'loon. There was a certain quantity 
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of water needed for the Earth and the ~.r.:oon, needed foC' the creat.ion of liquid mud and 
forrr.ation of the continents. In the begi"lTling of creating solac> system, should have 
been lined up one beside another in a. strajght line. There should have been some oxygen 
for the water and air; for flora and fauna tha.t was created in hot and lukewarm mud and 
was needed for breathing of fauna. '!'h.e water was around all planet,s, moons and 
needed for their forming. 

Civilisation in the Universe 
Flora and fauna in the UniveI'se should be t,he sa.'TIe as the one on EaC'th or veC'y simi1ar. 

It should not be a because of the chain reac~ion tha.t ha.ppened on Earth ar~d in 
the universe. 

:v!icroorganisms and insects shoulcl have been created; after that cha.in reaotien. 
3irOO should have :ms and water for s"\'\1mmlng. People should have arms, and aJI 

other organs; they should like animals (carnivore and herbivore). Everything 
else should look like flora and fauna on Earth. They should be water, oxygen and food. 
Dinosaurs were also their anoestors. There should have been the same oondit.ions as on 
Earth and physioal atoms should be the same. [ ... ] 

We have 23 pairs of ohromosomes Le. 46 chromosomes ill a cell. Every DNA has two 
main psyohoatoms that are transmitted in chror:c.osomes. Two main psychoatoms in 
ohromosomes make :mal 92 psyohoatoms. There are also 92 pl'.:ysioal a~oms so 'life can 
oonolude tl-:at a cell with 92 governs all 92 physical atoms. Each psychoatom 
oontrols one physical atom. From DKA, ge:c.es and oeEs we come to the formation of men 
and other organisms. DKA, genes, viruses, bacteria and other microorga."1isms exist 
depending on psychoatoms so should find freque:c.cies on which they function. 

There are psychoatomic methods for curing diseases mthout cure hecausepsychoatoms 
keep a life liVi.ng. Without the deceased is only a hype of inactive physical 
atoms. there are no illnesses. Please [lelp in opening the institute for psycho atomic 
medicine! [Letter 126, original In EnglishJ. 
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The same sender, Mr. Te from Croatia, three years later, provides details of his "psychoatomic 
theory", highlighting possible practical and interesting appiications, such as prolonging life up to 
400 years: 

~ ... ] Ar.d that's why I thi.c'1k it is possible to :;:::::olong !:fe to 400 year, if we prolong life of 
psychoatoms because there are plenty of atoms as wer. as food, drink ar:.d air. Bo, 
It is necessary to know psychoatomic language of primary and secondary psychoatoms in 
DNA and in and how they think and that we can see. 

Psychoatoms control and know every hour, day and year. And main 
psychoatom creators are chemists v{ho put their 011';'11 psychoatoms in every physical atom 
so tl:ey coctld b:end all phys:cal a~oms in~o a cher::lical combinatIon ru:d form protein. So, 
:;::sychoatoms think because they organise crea"ion from a sor~ and quantity of physical 
atoms. [ ... ] It means that in psychoatomics we can calculate precisely everything from 
psychoatoms, creator and creatures, flora and fauna and the universe, that is life. It is 
obvious that the whole psychoatomlcs is based on mathematics and can be therefore 
proved without any dilemma and is indisputable. [Letter 156. original in EnglishJ. 

Mr CO, Australia, shares his experences about the benefits of orange and lemon juice, not only to 
tight diarrhoea but also against heart pains: 

I believe very much in orange and lemon Juice as means of giving vitamins, but also as a 
mear.s of stopping diarrhoea. Lemons are very excellent medicine mixed with boiled water 
Cif the water was clean before it v{as boiled) I have a sort of diet, "heart diet" ~hat I 
have developed over the years [ ... ] ... the pajn was a counterbalance to my hear:; pain on 
the left side [ ... ] ... one Sunday I cycled to fetch the Sunday newspapers, there 'was vomit 
near the news paper kiosk [ ... ], ... I drank one litter of peach Juice. Half an hour later, I was 
sick lI'Tith a cholera attack, so I never dared drink peaehjuice any more, nor go to town 
on Sundays. After two days I was wel~ enough to cycle down to town for medicines, and I 
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asked for cholera tablets = ... ] which Dured me Dompletelyin a couple of days, [ ... =, and I was 
free of pain, so a small cholera attack may be advantageous. I got so trightened afterwards 
that I eat aln:ost only what I make myself, I r:ever eat lettuce, I peel all vegetables and boil 
them, I only make salads from completely peeled vegetables, and I drirJ{ orange and lemor: 
Juice trom fresh oranges and lemons every day. [Letter 63, original in EnglishJ. 

Mr Ne, France, being under electronic surveillance, had a sudden divine revelation about the need of 
religion human beings have, as well about the role of adrenaline in the organism. He writes in order 
to offer his theory to Medicine: 

Dear Doctors, 
VV'it,h pro:ound respect I give myself the honour to come to you concerning this 

information bo::'n out of my reflections. 
Actually, several months ago, ir: a monologue vvith myself at home, where I an: under 

electronic surveillance, I found the solution to the problem created by the reality of God, 
something every theologian analyse and research in order t.o define it real or fake. 

According to myself, it is like this: materialisation, concretization, intellectual projection 
of this umr,ateriai meanir:g of the speCific Homo Sapiel:s dimension that is, tram his 
affective system born out of metal plastiCity consequent t,o the "mammalization", his need 
of religiosity, basis of cohesion ofhuma.n groups that drives sociability and civis:r:c. that are 
the essence of the beha\r[our of civilised C .•. ) Effectively, human. females produce 
but a few of the adrenal glands hormone that is called adrenaline. Knowing that a certain 
rate of adrenaline in the alkaline bath of the b2ain matter, as well as in the cerebrospina.l 
fluid modifies the electrical conductivity of synaptic neuroelectrical impulses. 

This I just wrote refers to the charac~erological aspect of the effect of adrenaline 
production wichin the Ol:ganisrn. This thesis ends here and is offo2ed to Medicine. [Letter 
67, original in French]. 
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Mr NP, Nigeria, one year after his last lette:, f'nds the divine expianation for the human brain and 
states that if sciel"tists asked to understand and accept this explanation there would not be psychiatric 
problems again: 

The Di,line explanation as ~o what the brain is in man a:ld reminder as to eradicacion of 
psychiatric problems in the world 

[ .. ,] The Lord God almigh:;yrevealed that r should remind you of the letter of July 1997 
on the subject The Spirit of man or psyche and to eradication of psychiatric proolems as 
regards the instructior.s that He (God Almighty) wants near the creations of God in various 
hospitals all over the world especially the ones in psychiatric hospitals that is to say, every 
established hospital must have a church or chapel for patie:lts to have instructions from 
the Word of God, 'ro have divine healing. He (God) Duminated the fact that the physical 
part of man is what the scientists have been battling with over tbe years. 

He revealed that the brain that the scientists have been concentrating on is just like the 
battery that is charged by electricity or like a UPS for a oomputer that gives you light for 
emergency, The brain ir~ "man" is not the "spirt; of man" which is the light in ma:l and the 
soul that supply the "pushing force" or the control svvitch in "man". C ... ] 

I am appealing, Sir, that through this medium that you and the other SCientists should 
believe that it is ~he "spirit of man" or the light that moves him around for all his actions, 
interactions and behavioura: patterns and IF man is divinely Gontrolled through the divine 
"controls ·,vith" which is the soul in the presence of fruit of the spirit which is love (Ga.L 5: 
22) there would not be any psychia.tric problems again. [Letter 109, original en English], 

Mr KN, Iran,lntroduces himself as a computer expert and presents seve'al findings in the field of 
psychiatric pathology, suicide, bran functioning, and methods to avoid diseases: 

r can strongly state that in all cases the patients are bei::lg to hatred towards Efe and if not 
saved, self-murder. 
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The brain receives vital commands from the genetic system or DNA and in order to 
achieve the vital goals, senses or feels thinks or schemas and uses the limbs and members 
of the body, etc. In other words Brain (the subject) under DNA's command (the commander) 
uses the limbs and members of the body (apparatus or tools) to feed the cells and the 
internal organs (the engines) and, finally together the keep each other or as a whole, "the 
body", alive. But if the brain is receiving only vital commands from DNA, why then as a 
secondary cause produces nightmares or incubuses? In that case, logically, there must be 
one or a few genes, which send unessential or destructive commands. Apparently these 
commands won't be executed in a normal brain to develop the illness, but once some of 
the cerebral cells fall out of right sentience or consciousness, the brain or the individual 
forgets its identity in damaged areas and even the sense of reorganising environmental 
and personal fact and truths and begins to execute the destructive commands regardless 
to badly welfare. 

I have given credence to this notion that: when the brain is damaged by different 
factors such narcotic drugs like grassy or alcohol, tumours, social disasters, could start to 
execute unessential commands in damaged areas and in long term the all brain will begin 
to quit its vital activities as a result, such as eating, positive sensations or sexual feelings, 
and finally dOminant pessimism will cast the patient into the abyss of suicide. [Letter 118, 
original in English]. 

Mr PG, Germany, Introduces himself as the only classic music composer who reached the level of Bach, 
Mozart and Beethoven and the best composer of music of any style. He can offer some "inventions 
for AIDS, cancer, prostheses for the blind", as well as a "Fundamental Psychology containing 
the basis for the Freudianjautogenous training". [Letter 134. original in German]. 

Mr HR, Italy. believes that the best way to reach peace is to declare war to war, that is to eliminate the 
cause. Therefore. WHO should declare war on the madness of war. [Letter 157. original in Italian]. 
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Mc R, Switzerland, introduces himse'f as the "Ambassa:::ar of the Future with.out on", ana refers 
to the tragedy of the Nepalese Royal House, decimated by one of its membe's In a arunken bout. 
The uses this example in order to encourage WHO to change ore of its priorities: alcohol, not 
tobacco, IS Public Enemy No. 1 to mankind. [Letter 163, original in French and in Esperanto]. 

An anonymous sender from Italy states that psychotherapy is harmful for those patients who could 
benefit from medication. Consequently, WHO should promote research to strengthen the knowledge 
about efficacy of psychotherapy for neurotic or psychotic patients. The hypotheses put forward is 
that, although practised for more than a century on patients with mental disorders, there has never 
been enough scientific evidence on the benefits of psychotherapy. [Letter 162, original in Italian]. 

Mr TJ, Sudan, suggests to WHO a new method, called "dream-abolishing therapy", that could 
treat many diseases of unknown aetiology, particularly hypertension and functional psychoses, 
including certain severe cases of schizophrenia. The sender, conscious of the fact that his discovery 
seems theoretically impossible, proposes the launching of a clinical trial whose protocol he established 
and has attached. The trial should involve 35 patients and will allow the identification of existing 
relationships between malfunctioning of dreams and diseases of unknown aetiology, and at the 
same time demonstrate the possibility of abolishing dreams in order to cure underlying diseases. The 
sender expects a favourable reply from WHO who should control the efficacy of the method and 
produce a final report. The importance of cOTlfidentiality during the tria, as well as the reduced cost 
of the proposed treatment are stressed by the sender: 

I hope yo;]. "TiE be interested in this s;].bject. Theoretically it seems to be impossible, 
i:::lCredible ar:.d aut of question. Practically it is possible and can be proved beyond any 
reasonab:e doubt. To be just let us test! 

My pere::ll1ial study of dreams for more than 37 years revelled a number 0: facts which 
were completely UnknOli'ffi about the::n. The new tJ::erapeutic teclL'lique, which I call dream 
shc:.tterir..g or dream -abolishing therapy, assures complete ::,ecovery from many wsea,3BS 
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'with UnLn01'lTl ae:;iology including essen:;ial hypertension. All functional psychoses are 
also included, even severe cases of schizophrenia car_ be cured on conditior: :;hat the 
patient is amenable, accessible and willing to be treated and cured. 

The test is very easy to apply and it is nearly cost-less. Detailed plan is here if 
you agree vJith my proposal. In case you agree, please inform me through FJMS (express 
ma:l service) because otherwise the message vJiIl be delayed and ever lost. 

Annex: "A plan to prove relationship between dream dysfunction and the diseases with unknown 
aetology": 

In brief I Ilhould like to say that, the study proved and established the follovJing 
facts : 'l'hat all dreams are merely ma:nifestations of inner sufferings; That the natural 
function of dreams is to cause awakenings; That dream dysfunction is the cause of all 
functional psychoses and psycho-somatic diseases; That dreams can now 'oe abolished, 
canceled, shuttered or obliterated. The new scientific interp::>etation or deciphering of 
dreams compels the dream to vanish or disappear forever, and consequently the disease 
disappears forever. I think this is the first scientific penetration of dreams that could not 
be achieved before. 

Requiremer_ts necessary for the test: Thirty-five persons are to be chosen. Twenty
five suffer'ing of essential hypertension, and ten suffering of nightmares and frighterling 
dreams. All the patients must be adults. They must be able to write and read well 
[ ... ]. During my new therapy, the patients suffering of hypertension will be under the 
normal medical observation. [ ... ]. Th.e hypertension must be essential in the medical sense. 
That is to say we mus~ exclude any somat:c disease causing secondary hypertenSion such 
as troubles of kidneys, hormone therapy, pregnancy and endocrine disorders. 

All messages and eommunications between me and patients will be confidential and 
kep~ secret. 'l'he authority of1NHO 1'Till only observe and follow up the patients according 
to the mec.tcaJ reports, e..nc. finally malm a report. The second s:;ep ,'Vill be negotiated when 
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I receive the report, The patienjS shoc:ld not be asked about their dreams. The patients 
suffering of nightmares and frightening dreams ""''ill inform the authority of WHO when 
their suffering disappear. 

For an important statistical purpose the patients of hypertension must be 
classified into five categories or groups, Patients suffering for: less than five months; less 
than a year; less than three years; less than five years; more thaG five years. Every group 
'\1\111 consist of five patients. 

Symptoms of h:ypertension such as headache, fatigue, insomnia a.r:d palpitations 
disappear before hypertension. [Letter 1, original in English], 

Mr HR, Italy. on the occasion of a tnp to Geneva, writes to WHO to announce a new world labour 
and migration policy, based on freedom: 

I came to Geneva on the occasion of May 1st, World Labour Day, to suggest to UN and 
to all International Organizations to promote a new world labour and migration policy. I 
principle, I vll'lli remain here until May 6th. Freud's birthday. I am alone, absolutely alone. 
Nothing to do, It is aneed, it is a demonstration, as has 1iVI'itten Fromm, that ours is an alien 
alienating society of aliens. ( ... ) It does not work. There is also the spirit, the mind, feelings. 
( ... ) To me, we should get rid of authority, free freedom of thought, free our own sexuality, 
free social relations. C .. ) The borders, the walls, the locked doors, the o'\l\'Tlershipmania, 
seXl:al repression are always there, [ ... : [Letter 95, original In French], 

The san:e sender, in another lette:, remnds us of the madness of the war in Kosovo, suggesting (with 
a degree of irony) psychoanalysis as a remedy and a peaceful solution: 

The war in Kosovo, that's the global madness, [ ... J Concretely, I suggest that vrno invites 
Milosevic, Clinton, to a session of psychoanalysis in its premises. [Letter 132, original in 
French]. 
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Mr NH, USA, informs WHO of an idea supposed to "revolutionize" mental health, namely, the 
introduction of vaccines against mental illnesses: 

I have of a:'l idea, which would rcvolution:ze the lNhole area of mental health [ ... J. 
It is pOSSible, I believe, to vaccinate population with rLen:;al vacci:'les as well as the usual 
physical illness ones. Here in America, for lnstaLce, we have rampant epidemics on into 
pandemics of multiple personality disorder and manic-depression. These mental health 
epidE,mics are running up mental health clinic, and hospital bills to as much as millions 
of dollars [ ... ] Our country has became a sad place with phobias, complexes, hang-ups [ ... ] 
satanic ritual abuse, much too rr.y exhausted satisfactiO:'l, is now cli::ncal regarded as a 
multiple personality related illness in itself [ ... ] All iI: the wor:d one has to do is make like 
a schizop11renia vaCCine. Discretion should be used in making it, but it is possible and more 
useful than all this damned psychiatric medicine [".] No one loves nobody in this country 
that's something we need a mental vaccine in this country at last for children to take while 
young, [Letter 31, 0'igi1al n EnglishJ. 

Mrs UD, USA, states that she has been abused and has notced that her soul has temporarily left her 
body after treatment with medication. [Letter 122, original in EnglishJ, 

Mrs JT, Switzerland, noticed that her husband, after a rece"t trip to the USA, be raves like a remote 
cortrolled robot According to the sender's theory, people With 0 type blood of the group 0 or 
negative 9roups are easier to be manipulated. She goes on to denounce the medical teaching at tre 
University, which, according to her, is completely wrong, As proof, she mentions the misdiagnosis 
of schlzoparanold schizophrenia in her medical files, Finally, she states that ICD-l 0, the International 
Classfication of Diseases, contall's several mistakes. [Letter 129, original in GerrT'anj. 

A second letter from i'v1rs JT, stresses that people are murdered by psychiatrist who use ICD-l O. [Letter 
139, original in German]. 
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Mrs TR, USA, writes about her diagnosis of schizophrenia, as well as her family history of mental 
disorders and is ready to share other aspects of her life, should WHO be interested: 

I am'I'R, married and have six children and six grand children. Forty-five years ago, I got 
sick and was diagnosed to [be] sick of schizophrenia. 

My father's side has his uncle who st'Jdied pries~hood and vms u'lable to fi:J.ished 
because he was not actirlg 'lormally a'ld married ar:d got two sons. My father's brother 
who was a ~eacher could 'lot teach all his life for he was also not normal all the time. My 
fathers sister eldest son was also mentally unbalance. My youngest brother became sick 
the same age when he first .bas sign of mental behaviour and he died at age forty and he 
did not enjoy life as mine. 

In view of the above, I would like to sh.are many inputs in my life if you ,'lIi:J be i'l~el:"'ested. 
I think it is my duty to God and huoanity so that this world may be a better place to live. 
u r,~;~ ri' for youI:"' iffiDediate response. Thank you in advance. [Letter 142, original in English]. 

Mrs MS, Denmark, states her satisfaction at the Danish mental health policy, adequate to improve 
conditions of people with mentai disorders, in spite of a possible increase in taxes. Nevertheless, 
the sender questions the attitude of certain policemen towards people with mental disorders, and 
states that people who are insensitive to these people should experience mental health problems 
themselves, so that their attitudes can change: 

Our Da:J.ish prime mi:J.ister PKR vmnts to ma.~e it better for the psychical ill ones. I mcan 
PNR is Some other authorial persons say such bett,erments 'I'llill make the taxes even 
more higher, but I mean it is worth such taxes, if we can trust in that the money as well 
as resources will reach to the favour ofthe mental Sick ones. We also ought to understand 
that even if a person is psychical Sick, he/she also wants to live his/her 01lm life lJ1)ithout 
too much involving by the authorial persons, and the mental ill also have got emotions and 
feelings which v've also ought to ta."-e into consideration. 
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The (at least some of then) we to carry the "psyuhopaths" too wise, in other 
words "he policemer: sonetiTIes t;:ea:. the neurotical and psychical diseased ones too 
bad, Tbose policenen should rightly themselves to be psycmcal-:ll, so ~hey 
themselves would become anothe;: attitude. [Letter onginal in EnglishJ. 
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Discussion 
The aim of this document is to give a voice to all those who chose to write to the World Health 
Organization, between May 1994 and Feb'uary 2002, in order to present a request or just to submit 
a testimony. 

Those who sent a request, a personal testimony, usually at a particular'y difficult period in their 
lives, exp'essed the hope that their request be met. Very often senders stated their difficulty in 
understandng the gererai lack of interest in their suffering. 

Desp'te the individualness of each letter, It IS possible to see a common t1read in many of these 
letters concerning the possible role of WHO in intervening on mental health issues in several countries. 
Most of the senders (bmh those who prese1t themselves as "mental patle1ts" and those who do 
not), stress that they addressed WHO as "the last hope", after having exhausted the resources in their 
immediate ervironment and those within the system of mental nealth care in their OW1 countries. 

The letters received highlight the diversity of countries of the senders - 45 countries from all 
continents as well as the number of peopie who wrote one or more letters: 119 senders sent 167 
letters during this eight-year period. In spite of varying cultural environments and diverse socio
economic contexts, letters centre arOL;nd the same types of probiems. Particularly in relation to the 
letters included in the section on Requests a number of commof'1 issues can be iden:if:ed. 

First, :he concerns with the rights of people with mental disorders, are present In both the letters 
from people who identify themselves as having a mentai disorder and in those sent by those who 
identify themselves as their rela:ives. The right to receive quality treatment (letters 43, 57, 59, 91, 
130, 138, etc.), the right not to be subjected to invoh;ntary hospital adm:sslon in the absence of a 
clearly docu~nented need (letters 60, 65, 66, 71, 100, 153, etc.) and, more generally, the right to 
be treated with respect and humanity (letters 78, 105, 124, etc) are explicitly requested in severa! 
let:ers. Many other letters describe situations in which the rights of patients are not respected, which 
suggests that the implerrentation of laws aimed at protecting their rights are not enforced. 

69 
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One striking feature of many of the letters is the genuine care and concern for others expressed 
by the senders and the desire to take acton and make changes for the better, for the benefit of all. 
Suffering and mental illness 00 not prevent altruism and a ge'lerous atttude, and many senders 
worry about the well-being of others who could be in the same situation (e.g, letter 78), Moreover, 
some letters are entirely dedicated to the well-being of people other than the sender, questioning 
issues such as the death penalty or the discnmination of sexual minorities (letter 117), or the quality 
and uni"ormity of mentai health care throughout the world (letter 124), 

Difficulties in relatio.'l to understanding the nature of given forms of treatment ard of the nature 
of relatiors with their carers are put forward by several senders who define themselves as patients, 
Misunderstandings concerning diagnosis (letters 139 and 167) or relation With carers (letter 57) are 
sometimes Jnaerlined with conviction, as in letter 91, in which Mrs CH denounces the attitude of 
some doc:ors who give greater importance to medication rather than to the personal history of 
their patients, The dangerousness of some medication is also dearly denounced, as In letter 45: 
"Neuroleptics is death, Stop them,", or in letter 1 which complained of the fact that the soul 
of a patieClt had left her body after treatment. 

Contrasting with these experiences, other senders express the:r satisfaction With the medical 
treatment receivea and go as far as writing poems of gratitude (letter 62), 

Letters grouped under "Information and personal theor:es" briClg in a fresh, often quite personal, 
insight about the history of their senders, The willingness of the writers to share their experiences 
and discoveries enables the reader to De impressed by their orig:nality and inventiveness, although 
the majority of those theories are applicable only in the medical field. 

A point in common to several of these proposed inventions is its usefulness to seve:al people, 
particularly to mental patients, Some of the psychiatric applications would result in the cure of some 
severe forms of schizophrenia and of "functional psychoses" (letter 1) or even the "complete cure 
of schizophrenia" (letter 22), as we.! as the eradication of some side effects of medication (such 
as dryness of mouth, thanks to a vital machine to rehydrate the rrouth during sleep; letter 137), or, 
more radical, eradication of all rrental illnesses all over the world (letter 109). 



It is hteresting to note that some senders insst on the adherence to the treatments they are 
proposing, without which cure would not be possible (letter 1) whereas others stress prevention 
(letter 31, which proposes the development of vaccines 'or mental disorders). Once again, the 
altruistic nature of these irventions that are designed to benefit many people, is apparent. 

The fight against war, assimilated to a form of :nadness (letters 132 and 157), or proionghg life 
up to 400 years (letter 156) are other examples of deeply altruistic intentions. Some senders state 
they developed their inventions based on ther own experiences of a mertal illness (letters 22 and 
137) while others suggest detailed research protocols, in order to demonstrate the val,dity of their 
theOries (letter 1). 
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As ,a conclusion 
This selection of annotated excerpts of letters addressed to t'le World Health Organization represents 
a desire to give a voice to those who somehow felt that no one was Interested in their concerns, 
oninio'ls a'ld ideas, In making these voices heard, it is hoped that a suffering that has not been 
acknowledged elsewhere can now be shared with other people who care and halle an interest in 
them 

The reader can easily perceive the sometimes dramatic dimension behind some of these excerpts, 
that may appear to some funny, on first reading, Perhaps humour is a way to distance oneself from 
these dis:lybirg testimonies, withOl,t relinquishing the role in which senders see JS, namely, the 
"guardian" of a host of concerns and of suf'erings, 

It seems opportune to conclude with the words of a sender full of hope for a brighter future: 

73 

I hope that Mental Health Services tJ1roughout the world are of an equal and unlform 
standard of care. [Letter 124] 

and a "brief poem" dedicated to the beneficial hands of the doctor who "brought her to life", by 
Mrs MS, Lithuania: 

I remember you, my doctor, 
To help somebody means to help oneself and it with every coming eve mi:mtes 

1)I."ith every duty on. [ ... ] 
I look at the dootor's WS soft hands I thar.k you for the hands that I need. They 

good and beautiful. [ ... ] 
Doctors hands I thank you fbr the hands that helped me to rise from the bed full of 

illness and return to the life to the real and great life, doctors hands are teaching the aim 
of poetry and medicine in the belief in God and bo:J:l of them need God. [Letter 62, original in 
Englis'l] 
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